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The seminal eighteenth-century counterpoint treatise Gradus ad Parnassum by
Johann Joseph Fux exists in Latin, German, French, Italian, Spanish, and a host of
other languages in its entirely, but in English only the second book of two has been
translated, and even that is available only in a collection of partial translations. While a
complete English translation is well beyond the scope of this project, toward that end,
this research makes a case for its completion and provides a modernized edition and
commentary of the as-yet-untranslated first book.
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INTRODUCTION
Gradus ad Parnassum, the eighteenth-century treatise on counterpoint by
Johann Joseph Fux, is well-known in the English-speaking world primarily through
Alfred Mann’s 1943 work, The Study of Counterpoint, heralded by W.W. Norton, its
most recent publisher, as “The only English translation of the great eighteenth-century
work that has been the basis for the study of counterpoint for more than 200 years.”1
Through The Study of Counterpoint, students of music history and composition
know Gradus as a dialogue between a teacher, Aloysius, and an eager (though errorprone) student, Josephus. Aloysius – whose name is a less-familiar, because Latin,
version of Louis or Luigi – represents the sixteenth-century composer Giovanni
Pierluigi Palestrina; while Josephus is the figure of Fux himself. As Josephus works
through a series of exercises, Aloysius guides him (and the reader) to a deeper and more
nuanced understanding of the four rules of species counterpoint introduced at the
beginning of the book, namely, that a counterpoint may progress (1) from a perfect
consonance to a perfect consonance by contrary or oblique motion, (2) from a perfect
consonance to an imperfect consonance by any of three motions (contrary, oblique, or
direct), (3) from imperfect to perfect by contrary or oblique motion, and (4) from
imperfect to imperfect by any of the three.2
A reader may conclude from these facts, first that, through the teacher Aloysius,
Fux has endeavored to teach sixteenth-century counterpoint in the style of his hero; and

Fux, The Study of Counterpoint, trans. of Gradus ad parnassum (II.i-iii) by Alfred Mann with the
collaboration of John Edmunds (New York: W.W. Norton, 1965): back cover.
2 Fux, Johann Joseph. Gradus ad parnassum (Vienna: Van Ghelen, 1725). Facsimile of the first edition.
New York: Broude Bros, 1966. Available online through Petrucci Music Library, at
<http://imslp.org/wiki/Gradus_ad_Parnassum_(Fux,_Johann_Joseph)>: 42.
1
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also, that the four rules, being the section of text presented in narrative prose, or at least
– one realizes upon less cursory reading – the only section of text that Mann has chosen
to translate of the narrative-prose section of the work, that they are the most important
part of Gradus.
The first conclusion is, quite simply, erroneous. Knud Jeppesen himself, in the
introduction to his 1931 counterpoint textbook, does make the claim that Fux “leaves the
music of his own time…chooses consciously and with clear foresight the music of
Palestrina as the basis of his teaching.”3 Mann elaborates further that Fux, “using the
classical form of the dialogue… declares himself an apprentice of Palestrina.”4 But if
Aloysius’ presence in the book is supposed to be a signpost that Palestrina’s style is its
subject, one wonders what Virgil’s analogous presence in Commedia Divina is expected
to serve.5
Rather, Fux declares in his praefatio that he owes to Palestrina “quidquid in hoc
genere scientiae in me est” (whatever knowledge of this area I may have),6 and that he
holds Palestrina’s memory in utmost esteem. Aloysius’ presence is at least as likely to be
an homage as a citation. Furthermore, Jeppesen reverses himself, to some degree, in his
monograph on Palestrina’s compositional style, saying, “Fux is under obligations not
alone to Palestrina, but also to Berardi and Bononcini, from whom he borrows 17 th
century rules, as well as the contrapuntal ‘species.’’’ 7 In the rest of the book, Jeppesen

Knud Jeppesen, Counterpoint: The Polyphonic Vocal Style of the Sixteenth Century (New York:
Prentice Hall, 1939): 38.
4 Fux/Mann, Counterpoint x (note).
5 For those not up on their 15th century Italian allegories: Dante depicts the classical poet P. Vergilius
Maro as the guide through Hell of a fictional Dante, in much the same way that Aloysius guides the
fictional Josephus through the study of counterpoint composition. Dante’s ultimate destination in
Commedia is the redemption of his imperiled soul and an ecstatic vision of heaven, a point to which the
pagan Virgil cannot take him.
6 Fux vii.
7 Jeppesen, The Style of Palestrina and the Dissonance (New York: Dover Publications, 1970): 5.
3
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identifies very clear tendencies in Palestrina’s style of composition, which are by no
means identical to those espoused by Aloysius in the dialogue of Gradus.
Book II gives a series of excersises in composition, attributed to the fictional
Josephus, and toward the end of the work, a few examples (e.g., of fugue). These
exercises and examples come from a variety of sources; some are composed by Fux
himself, while others are borrowed. William Clemmons, in his 2001 doctoral
dissertation, a Quellen study, identifies a wide array of sources: he supports his
argument in some detail, but the crux of it is that Jeppesen, “Claude Palisca, and Joel
Lester have shown that Gradus only loosely resembles Palestrina’s actual practice, that
many of the key ideas in Fux’s methodology predate Gradus, and examples in Gradus
appear to have been copied from other sources.”8 So, Gradus is a decent place to learn
to compose like Fux, in an eighteenth-century style, but it is not a good book from which
to learn sixteenth-century counterpoint in the style of Palestrina.
The second conclusion, that the four rules are the most important part of the
book, may have some merit. It is easily the most memorable and repeatable part of the
book. However, the list of four rules is merely the conclusion of a long section of Gradus
encompassing a primer in music theory. That section remains untranslated into English,
though it deserves more attention.
When it was originally published in 1725, Gradus had two distinct parts: The
second, Book II, was the now-familiar dialogue between teacher and student, while
Book I contained the background theory necessary to undertake the exercises and to
progress through the second. There is nothing particularly earth-shattering in the
William Preston Clemmons, Jr. Johann Joseph Fux’s ‘Gradus ad Parnassum’ and the traditions of
seventeenth-century contrapuntal pedagogy, Ph.D. diss., City Univ. of New York, 2001, ProQuest
(9997082): iv.
8
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content of either book: Clemmons, in his dissertation, demonstrates pretty convincingly
that the material in Gradus is cribbed from well-known theorists, both contemporary
and historical, including Zarlino, Daruta, Chiodino, Banchieri, Zacconi, Mersenne,
Kircher, Herbst, Bernhard, Bononcini, and Berardi. Book II is interesting, because of the
way the information is presented: the dialogue is charming, and the exercises still
potentially compelling and useful today, though many other counterpoint textbooks are
certainly available.
The work as a whole is interesting for its historical significance. Because it was
written in Latin, Gradus was immediately accessible to academic audiences across the
western world. It caught the attention of Telemann, who publicly offered a German
translation. Haydn studied it and used it with his students Beethoven and Mozart.
Mozart, in turn, used it to teach English composer Thomas Attwood. Beethoven also
studied from Gradus with Johann Georg Albrechtsberger, who also, in turn, taught
Brahms from its pages. Edward Elgar used Gradus in his program of self-instruction.
And by no means are these elites the only composers to have learned their art from the
pages of Gradus.
The popularity and usefulness of Gradus ad Panassum is attested also by its
translation history. At about the same time as a second Latin printing in 1742, came a
German translation by Lorenz Mizler, published in Leipzig by the translator himself.9
An Italian translation, under the title Salita al parnasso, was completed by Alessandro

Fux, Gradus ad parnassum, trans. with notes by Lorenz Cristoph Mizler (Leipzig: the author, 1742).
Reprinted Leipzig: Johann Samuel Heinsius, 1797. Facsimile of the 1742 edition, Hildesheim: Georg
Olms, 1974.
9
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Manfredi in 1761.10 An English translation11 attributed to John Casper Heck was printed
under the title Practical Rules for Learning Composition by Welcker in London in 1769
and reprinted by Preston around 1791. 12 A French translation, Traité de composition
musicale, by Pietro Denis appeared in Paris around 1774. At this point, as Gradus was
available in the four major European languages,13 translation efforts slackened. No
translations were undertaken in the nineteenth century,14 but the twentieth – following
the 1894 publication of Fux’s masses in Denkmäler der Tonkunst in Oesterreich – saw
an abundance of translation projects, including new German 15 and English16
translations by Alfred Mann, a French translation by Jean-Phillipe Navarre,17 a Spanish
translation by Jose Ortega,18 and a Japanese translation by Yoshitaka Sakamoto.19
A note, however, on the English translations: They are incomplete. The
eighteenth-century Practical Rules, Alfred Mann charitably describes as “a free
paraphrase rather than a translation.” 20 It is barely even that: Heck begins his book with
a definition of the three contrapuntal motions and the list of the famous four rules, and

Fux, Salita al parnasso, trans. of Gradus ad parnassum by Alessandro Manfredi (Carpi: Carmignani,
1761). Facsimile edition, Bologna: Forni, 1972.
11 So-called; I’ll return to that in a moment.
12 Fux, Practical Rules for Learning Composition, trans. of Gradus ad parnassum by John Casper Heck
(London: Welcker, 1769). Reprinted London: Preston, n.d. (c. 1791)
13 At this point the Iberian peninsula, though certainly thriving culturally, was intellectually and
aesthetically quite separate from the rest of Europe.
14 The editors of the 1965 edition of The Study of Counterpoint refer to an English translation from 1886,
but I can find no other evidence of its existence, and Mann himself says that no translations were
undertaken in the nineteenth century (Counterpoint xv).
15 Fux. Die Lehre vom Kontrapunkt, trans. of Gradus ad parnassum by Alfred Mann (Celle: Moeck, 1938).
16 Fux, The Study of Counterpoint, trans. of Gradus ad parnassum by Alfred Mann with the collaboration
of John Edmunds (New York: W.W. Norton, 1943). Revised edition. New York: W.W. Norton, 1965.
17 Fux, Gradus ad Parnassum, trans. by Jean-Phillipe Navarre (Sprimont, Belgium: Mardaga, 2000).
18 Fux, Gradus ad Parnassum, trans. By Jose Ortega Castejon (Grenada, Spain: Editorial Universidad de
Grenada, 2010).
19 Fux, Koten taiihō, trans. of Gradus ad Parnassum by Yoshitaka Sakamoto (Tokyo: Ongaku No
Tomosha, 1950).
20 Fux/Mann Counterpoint xv.
10
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then he explicates Fux’s musical examples, found in Book II. He abandons entirely the
dialogue style of Fux’s second book and all but the conclusions from Book I.
The twentieth-century translations are better, but piecemeal. Alfred Mann, in his
Study of Counterpoint, translates into literal and fluid contemporary English the first
three exercises in Book II (i.e., those dealing directly with species counterpoint), as well
as excerpts from the last chapter of Book I (types of consonances, the three motions, and
the four rules) and the Praefatio ad Lectorem, in which Fux introduces his intentions
and apologizes for any weakness in his Latin. Mann’s Study of Fugue followed in 1958.21
This work translates most of the fourth and fifth exercises, an endeavor supplemented
by Susan Wollenberg’s 1992 “Gradus ad Parnassum (1725): Concluding Chapters”22 and
Joel Lester’s 1989 Between Modes and Keys.23 Between them, these three scholars have
covered all but the dedication to Charles VI and the twenty-two (and a half) chapters of
Book I.
The bulk of Book I remains unavailable in English. It is hard to blame anyone for
their omissions: The chapters on speculativa are very dry, and Fux does not say in them
anything that has not been said before. Most of what Fux has to say on acoustics is
written about in greater detail by Mersenne, in his 1636 treatise on harmony, Harmonie
universelle24, which Fux cites, and which he may have read in French or in the author’s

Fux, The Study of Fugue, trans. of Gradus ad parnassum (II.iv-v) with forward and notes by Alfred
Mann (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers UP, 1958).
22 Susan Wollenberg, “‘Gradus ad Parnassum' (1725): Concluding Chapters,” English translation of
Gradus ad parnassum (II.v), Music Analysis 11 No. 2/3 (1992) 209-213, 215-243.
23 Joel Lester, Between Modes and Keys (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1989).
24 Marin Mersenne, Harmonie Universelle (Paris: Cramoisy, 1636). Available online through Petrucci
Music Library <http://imslp.org/wiki/Harmonie_universelle_(Mersenne,_Marin)>.
21
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Latin version, Harmonicorum libri,25 published the same year. Similar information
appears in Rameau’s more contemporary 1737 Generation Harmonique26 and even
more, his 1722 Traité de l’harmonie reduite à ses principes naturels.27 Clemmons
identifies several other obvious sources, as well. He writes, “The material in the first
twenty-two chapters all originated in Zarlino’s Insitutioni (1158), but the presentation
owed much more to Kircher’s Musurgia universalis (1650) and Bononcini’s Musico
prattico (1673).”28
The point of Book I is not to introduce new material. It’s a skeletal abridgment of
the “de Musica speculativa quam opulentissima Scripta” (vastest wealth of writings on
musica speculativa)29 which is not, in itself, particularly interesting or useful – except
for its historical significance. Music and Letters’ review of Study of Counterpoint
criticizes Mann’s decision, saying, “It is precisely for its historical significance that many
people value the work, and would have valued the new edition had it contained all they
want to know about it.”30
So, Book I is important because the whole of Gradus is important, historically.
One may say, on principle, that if any part of a book is important enough to be made
available in a vernacular translation, really, the whole book should be made available.
However, Book I is also significant in its own right. Fux identifies his material on
speculativa as being “solummodo, quae ad pleniorem Praxis adeptionem necessaria

Marin Mersenne, Harmonicorum Libri (Paris: Ballard, 1636). Available online from the Bibliotheque
Nationale de France <http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k63326258>.
26 Jean-Philippe Rameau, Generation Harmonique (Paris: Prault, 1737). Available online from the
Bibliotheque Nationale de France < http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8623285t>
27 Rameau, Traité de l’harmonie reduite à ses principes naturels (Paris: Ballard, 1722). Available online
from the Bibliotheque Nationale de France <http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b86232459>.
28 Clemmons 79.
29 Fux v.
30 E.B. Music & Letters 25, no. 4 (1944): 249. http://www.jstor.org/stable/728338.
25
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videbunter” (only that which seems necessary to facilitate greater skill in composition.)
He is not presenting a crash course in all of music theory; Fux is identifying the parts of
theory that he thinks are most closely connected to the craft of composing.
So, apparently, what Fux thinks is important to the craft of composing includes a
familiarity with the types of ratios and the discovery, attributed to Pythagoras and
elaborated by Mersenne,31 that musical intervals are produced by whose lengths,
tensions, or masses occur in certain proportions (e.g., an octave is produced when one
string is twice the length another). A pleasant interval, i.e., a consonance, is typically
produced by simpler ratios. Smaller intervals are produced by dividing larger intervals
into parts, which can be done mathematically (and Fux explains how). An
understanding of the relationship among the intervals, mathematically as well as
sonically, promotes familiarity with and facility in using the intervals themselves.
The selective nature of Book I adds greater weight to its historical significance;
his selections for the theory section give a musicologist greater insight into the mind of
Fux: these carefully-curated aspects of musica speculativa, we learn, and not others, are
the aspects of theory he based his later writing in. Whether his writing in Gradus is
more reflective of his style as a teacher or as a composer is open to discussion: In
Gradus as a whole (including the dialogue of Book II), he writes very little about rhythm
and meter, but it seems unlikely that he, as a composer, would not give that area equal
weight, whatever approach he may choose as a teacher.

The apocryphal story of Pythagoras and the “harmonious blacksmith” is that Pythagoras heard
blacksmiths beating metal with their hammers, and whether the sound was pleasant or unpleasant
depended upon the ratios of the weights of each hammer. This observation was elaborated over time, and
codified finally into Mersenne’s Law, viz., that pitch (or, more properly, frequency) is inversely
proportional to string length, directly proportional to the square root of tension, and inversely
proportional to the square root of the mass of one unit length.
31
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However, an equally significant feature of the interrelation of the first and second
books should be apparent from reading the translated sections32 alone: namely, that
without the explanations in the early parts Book I, Fux’s later definitions of the intervals
and the four rules seem arbitrary; and especially when combining them with Aloysius’
application of them and his corrections of Josephus’ composition, a reader is left
without a sense of overarching principles. The overarching principles are revealed in the
introduction of intervals through the explanation, in Book I, of number theory – the
branch of mathematics that deals with the properties of and relationships among
integers – and acoustics – the branch of physics dealing with the properties of waves,
especially sound waves. This is a substantial undertaking, though Fux does it as
efficiently as he is able.
Certainly, the complete Latin text of Gradus is readily available today: In this age
of digital preservation, we have at our fingertips the 1725 second printing, made freely
available by the International Music Score Library Project and Petrucci Music Library, 33
which also houses a digital copy of Heck’s Practical Rules for Learning Composition.34
So, these two versions of the work are freely available to anyone with a computer and
access to the internet.35 The Latin text, with an introduction and critical commentary by
Mann, is also available in the Fux Sämtliche Werke.36

i.e., primarily Book II and a few excerpts from the very end of the last chapter of Book I.
Op. cit. <http://imslp.org/wiki/Gradus_ad_Parnassum_(Fux,_Johann_Joseph)>.
34 Fux, Practical Rules for Learning Composition, English translation of Gradus ad parnassum by John
Casper Heck (London: Welcker, [1769]). Available online through Petrucci Music Library at
<http://ks.petruccimusiclibrary.org/files/imglnks/usimg/3/31/IMSLP370587-PMLP187246practicalrulesfo00fuxj.pdf>.
35 So is The Study of Counterpoint, though it should still be protected by copyright laws in the U.S.
36 Fux. Sämtliche Werke, Serie VII: Theoretische und pädagogische Werke I, ed. Mann and Hellmut
Federhofer.
32
33
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What is not available, at this point, is an English translation of the complete
Gradus ad Parnassum, which would allow musicologists and students of musicology or
composition, regardless of their facility in Latin, access to the work as Fux envisioned it.
Such a translation would be an important resource, though a little beyond the scope of
this thesis project. Fortunately, the work of translation can build upon many
intermediate steps, and what I provide here is one of those: What follows is a reader’s
edition and commentary on the twenty-three chapters of Book I, the section of Gradus
that is available neither in English, nor in any form easily accessible to the typical
musicologist, whose attention is divided among (for example) eighteenth-century
Austrian social history, baroque music theoretic pedagogy, organ literature, historical
composition, and German and Latin philology. For that person – as well as for a student
of Neo-Latin, or anyone reading Latin at about a third-year level and interested in
eighteenth-century music theory – a glossary and commentary on grammar and usage
bridges the gap between skill and desire.
In preparing the following edition, I begin with the 1725 printed edition, available
in facsimile through Broude Brothers, and as mentioned above, online through IMSLP.
Errata printed in the appendix to that edition are corrected in this one. I have
standardized capitalization and punctuation, but have left less-common or unclassical
spelling untouched, as, for example, in the case of fortassis, tanquam, and caeterus (for
fortasse, tamquam, and ceterus).
The page-by-page gloss follows the style of Clyde Pharr, who argues for its use in
the preface to his edition of Aeneid I-VI: “There is no pedagogical value attached to the
mechanical labor involved in looking up words according to the old system which,
moreover, entails an enormous waste of time. According to the arrangement employed
10

in this book, the student has constantly before him the same information which he
formerly was compelled to seek elsewhere at the cost of so much labor.” 37 I differ from
Pharr’s practice in one regard, that is, in removing from the glosses the core vocabulary
of approximately 1000 words identified by the editors of the Dickinson Classical
Commentaries38 as the most common in the classical corpus, and thus the most likely to
be well-known to the third-year student or typical historical musicologist.
There already exists one commentary on the text, in Mann’s notes on Sämtliche
Werke.39 The character of these notes is critical, however, and the commentary does not
provide help in reading comprehension or notes at a surface level most useful to, again,
intermediate readers. In providing notes, I follow Peter Sipes, who volunteers that he
tends “to gloss over style and rhetoric in the notes and go for morphology when writing
for beginning students” and errs “on the side of an overly conversational style in the
notes as well.”40 I do provide several historical asides, especially in the case of technical
terms, such as the Boethian catalog of types of musica in the first chapter, and Fux’s
foray into Pythagorica later, but confine myself primarily to items of lexical or
grammatical interest.
And so, let us, following Fux, proceed to Chapter One: “Vale, fruere, et indulge.”
Use it, enjoy it, and be well.41

Clyde Pharr, Vergil’s Aeneid (Wauconda, IL: Bolchazy Carducci, 1964): xi.
Available online, with notes on the method of their selection, at <http://dcc.dickinson.edu/vocab/corevocabulary>.
39 Op. cit.
40 Peter Sipes, “DIY Classical Commentaries,” Dickinson Classical Commentaries [blog post], available
online at <http://blogs.dickinson.edu/dcc/2013/01/21/classical-commentary-diy/>
41 Fux vii.
37

38
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CAPUT I.
Musica nomen genericum est, latissime patens, speciesque continens quamplurimas,

1

ut musicam caelestem, terrestrem, naturalem, artificialem, historicam, etc. Ego

2

brevitati, utilitatique potius quam curiositati inserviens, de artificiali tractare duntaxat

3

propositum habeo. Ea duplex est: speculativa et practica: de prima, nempe speculativa

4

artificialis, -e: according to the rules of art
*musica artificialis: technical term, a type of
Boethian musica

naturalis, -e: natural, by birth, real *musica
naturalis: technical term, a type of Boethian
musica

brevitas, -tatis, f. < brevis

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

curiositas, -tatis, f.: desire of knowledge,
curiosity

practicus, -a, -um: active *musica practica:
technical term, a branch of music theory

duntaxat: to this extent, so far, in so far as this
matter is concerned

quamplurimi, -ae, -a: as many as possible

duplex, -icis: two-fold
genericus, -a, -um < genus
historicus, -a, -um: belonging to history,
historical *musica historica: technical term, a type
of Boethian musica
inservio, -ire, inservivi, inservitum: be
serviceable, be devoted/submissive to, serve

speculativus, -a, -um: speculative *musica
speculativa: technical term, a branch of music
theory
terrestris, -e: belonging to the earth *musica
terrestris: technical term, a type of Boethian
musica
tracto (I): draw violently, drag, haul; take in hand
utilitas, -tatis, f. < utilis

musica, -ae, f.: art of music, music

Caput I. Fux identifies music as his subject for Gradus ad Parnassum; music theory (musica
speculativa) as the subject of Book 1, and composition (musica practica) as the subject of Book 2.
1 Musica. Musica, even in the classical world, to some extent, but especially after Boethius, refers not
only to music in the English sense, but to any system in which the parts work together in harmony.
Boethius names three types of musica: mundana, humana, and instrumentis; French poet Eustach
Deschamps refers to musica naturalis and artificialis. Fux does not appear to be much interested in
types of musica beyond artificialis, or music proper.
2 musicam caelestem. Musica caelestem, also called musica universalis or (by Boethius) musica
mundana, refers to the music of the spheres: the interrelation of the heavenly bodies which (according to
Pythagoras and others), creates a pleasant sound.
4 speculativa. Musica speculativa encompasses some traditional music theory, but really it might be
more properly a branch of philosophy of music: In Book 1, Fux will identify intervals and their qualities,
but he also discusses number theory and acoustics.
practica. Musica practica is music theory, especially as applied to composition. Music performance,
though certainly of interest to Fux himself as an organist, does not enter into his discussion, nor did it
figure into classical music education. Aristotle himself dismisses musical performance as unmanly: τὸ
πράττειν οὐκ ἀνδρὸς μὴ μεθύοντος ἢ παίζοντος. “Performance is not for men unless they are drunk or
playing (like children)” (Politics 8.1339b).
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hoc libro nobis sermo erit, eaque solummodo, quae ad pleniorem praxis adeptionem

5

necessaria videbuntur, breviter attingam; secundam partem, nempe practicam diffusius 6
tractandam ad librum secundum remittam. Cum autem musica nostra circa sonum,

7

tanquam obiectum suum versetur, de eo prius agendum est. Sit ergo

8

adeptio, -onis, f.: obtaining, attainment

practicus, -a, -um: active *musica practica:
technical term, a branch of music theory

attingo, -ere, attigi, attactum: touch, come in
contact with

remitto, -ere, remisi, remissum: let go back,
send back, drive back

diffusus, -a, -um: spread out, wide, extending
widely

solummodo: iust, only

genericus, -a, -um < genus

sonus, -i, m.: noise, sound

musica, -ae, f.: art of music, music

speculativus, -a, -um: speculative *musica
speculativa: technical term, a branch of music
theory

necessarius, -a, -um: unavoidable,
indispensable, requisite, necessary

tracto (I): draw violently, drag, haul; take in hand

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

verso (I): turn around, keep turning, whirl

obicio, -ere, obieci, obiectum: throw before,
throw to; offer, present

5 praxis. I would translate as composition, not as praxis, and certainly not as performance. Fux intends
to discuss only the aspects of musica speculativa that the reader needs to understand his later foray into
musica practica.
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CAPUT II. De Sono.
Mersennus libro I Harmoniae proposito 2 ex mente Aristotelis, sonum ait esse

1

motum aeris: quod de quovis aere intelligi utique non potest, quia aer sibi relictus sine

2

controversia movetur, et tamen iuxta eundem Aristotelem, a Mersenno ibidem citatum:

3

“Aer est expers soni”; unde consequitur, qualemcumque aeris motum non esse sonum,

4

sed aerem vi quadam externa affectum, inclusum, compressumque causam esse soni

5

Aristoteles, -is, m.: Aristotle, 4th c. Greek
philosopher

iuxta: near to, nigh
Mersennus, -i, m.: Marin Mersenne, 16th-17th c.
French philosopher and mathematician

cito (I): put into quick motion, rouse, excite,
provoke, summon

motus, -us, m.: movement, motion

controversia, -ae, f.: controversy, question,
debate

qualiscumque, qualecumque: of what quality
soever, of whatever kind

expers, -tis: having no part in, not privy to
externus, -a, -um: outward, external

quivis, quaevis, quidvis: whosoever,
whatsoever

gravitas, -tatis, f.: weight, heaviness

sonus, -i, m.: sound, pitch, speech

harmonia, -ae, f.: agreement of sound, concord,
consonance, harmony

utique: at any case, certainly, surely, undoubtedly

ibidem: in that very place, at that very instant

Caput II. Fux provides a definition of sound (the motion of confined air moved by some external force),
though he expresses doubt that this information is of much interest to the musician.
1-2 sonum… esse motum aeris. In Harmonie Universelle I.1, Mersenne writes that “le Son se peut
definer un movement de l’air exterieur ou interieur capable d’estre ouy” “Sound may be defined as a
movement of the air, outside or inside, capable of being heard.” He does not cite Aristotle, specifically,
though Fux is correct: In On the Soul, Aristotle says “ἀέρος κίνησίς τίς ἐστιν ὁ ψόφος.” “A certain
movement of air is what sound is” (420b).
4 Aer est expers soni. I’m not sure he does say this, actually. In I.6, he says “Si la nature du Son n’est
pas differente du movement de l’air…il n’est pas necessaire de prouver cette sixiesme, mais…” “If the
nature of sound is no different from the movement of air, it is not necessary to prove this sixth
[proposition], but…” there are differences in sounds produced that are not caused by the motion of the
air specifically. Expers is a little strong here!
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efficientem. Physicorum autem haec sit indagatio; musicus enim non considerat sonum

6

ut sic, sive (ut aiunt) in abstracto, sed relative, et sub certa comparatione sumptum, qua

7

scilicet sonus a sono ratione acuminis et gravitatis differt. Cum autem comparatio haec

8

potissimum fiat numerorum adiumento; ideo sit

9

abstraho, -ere, abstraxi, abstractum: draw
away from

indagatio, -onis, f.: tracking out, investigation
motus, -us, m.: movement, motion

acumen, -inis, n.: a point to prick or sting with

musicus, -i, m.: belonging to music, musical; a
musician

adiumentum, -i, n.: means of aid; help, support
comparatio, -onis, f.: comparing, comparison

physicus, -I, m.: pertaining to natural
philosophy or physics

comprimo, -ere, -pressi, -pressum:
press/squeeze together

relativus, -a, -um: not absolute, having
dependence on something else

considero (I): look at closely, attentively,
carefully; inspect, examine

sonus, -i, m.: sound, pitch, speech

gravitas, -tatis, f.: weight, heaviness
includo, -ere, inclusi, inclusum: shut up, shut
in, confine, enclose

8 acuminis et gravitatis. Acumen and gravitas refer to pitch. This section may well also be cribbed
from Mersenne; in I.7, he explains that the “deux termes grave et aigu” (in Greek βαρύ and ὁχύ) describe
a sound that is, on the one hand “creux, profound, et bas” or low in pitch, and on the other “haut et
pointu.” The substantive forms of these are βατύτης and ὁχύτης (in Greek), la gravité and l’ague (in
French), and gravitas and acumen (in Latin). Mersenne then goes on to talk about dynamics, which do
not appear to interest Fux.
9 numerorum adiumento. The next thirteen chapters are about number theory; it’s not until Chapter
15 that Fux even mentions music or musical intervals again.
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CAPUT III. De Numeris Eorumque Proportionibus et Differentiis.
Per numeros intelligo elementa arithmeticae: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

1

Quibus tanquam ancillis, ad intervalla sua reperienda, musicus utitur, comparando

2

numerum cum numero, eorum distantias, differentias, excessus, et defectus

3

inquirendo.

4

Multifariae dantur numerorum species. Nos autem relictis aliis, quae ad nostrum

5

institutum non faciunt, sequentes solummodo commemorabimus, nempe: rationales,

6

ancilla, -ae, f.: handmaid, maid, servant

metior, -iri, mensus sum: measure, mete out,
distribute

arithmetica, -ae, f.: arithmetic, the science of
numbers

multifarius, -a, -um: manifold, various,
multifarious

commemoro (I): recall an obiect to memory in
all its particulars

musicus, -i, m.: belonging to music, musical; a
musician

differentia, -ae, f.: difference, distinction;
distinguishing characteristic

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

distantia, -ae, f.: distance, remoteness

radicalis, -e: having roots *technical term, a class
of number

elementum, -i, n.: first principle, element
excedo, -ere, excessi, excessum: go out,
depart, retire

rationalis, -e: having reason, having a ratio
*technical term, a class of number

inquiro, -ere, inquisivi, inquisitum: seek
after, search for, inquire into

redigo, -ere, redigi, redactum: drive, lead
back, reduce

intervalla, -ae, f.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

salvus, -a, -um: safe, preserved, whole, sound
solummodo: only iust, merely

irradicalis, -e: having no roots, *technical term,
a class of number
irrationalis, e: having no reason, no ratio
*technical term, a class of number

Caput III. This is the introduction for the rest of Book I. Fux defines number, offers different types of
numbers (rational, irrational, radical, and irradical), defines ratio, offers different types of ratios
(multiplex, superparticular, superpartient, multiplex-superparticular, and multiplext-superpartient), and
explains that musical intervals are described using ratios.
1 elementa arithmetica. Fux’s pedagogical style of breaking down concepts to their smallest parts and
introducing them one at a time is similar to Euclid’s approach in Elements. What Fux does with numbers
here seems excessive.
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irrationales; radicales, et irradicales. Rationales sunt, quae quodam numero dividi

7

possunt, ita ut nihil inde remaneat, ut 6 cum 2 et 3: 12 cum 2, 3, 4, et 6. Irrationales

8

illae, quae non ita metiri, aut dividi possunt, ut 3, 5, 7, 9 respectu 2. Radicales sunt illae,

9

quae in minores numeros redigi non possunt, salva proportione, quam constituunt;

10

Irradicales autem e converso.

11

irradicalis, -e: having no roots, *technical term,
a class of number

radicalis, -e: having roots *technical term, a class
of number

irrationalis, e: having no reason, no ratio
*technical term, a class of number

rationalis, -e: having reason, having a ratio
*technical term, a class of number

metior, -iri, mensus sum: measure, mete out,
distribute

redigo, -ere, redigi, redactum: drive, lead
back, reduce

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

remaneo, -ere, remansi, remansum: remain,
stay behind

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

salvus, -a, -um: safe, preserved, whole, sound

7-8 rationales…irrationales. Fux is defining the rationality of some number with respect to another:
6 is rationalis with respect to 3, while 9 is irrationalis with respect to 2. The cognates don’t work here: 9
and 9/2 are both rational numbers, in the modern sense. Better might be divisible, though it’s odd to talk
about “divisible numbers.”
9-10 Radicales. Fux appears to be talking about primes here: numbers which cannot be reduced to
factors, unless you allow fractions. (That would make irradicales, in the next line, composite numbers.)
This is completely different from how Newton uses radicalis: In Arithmetica Universalis, he explains the
use of the radical sign (which is central to the modern definition of a radical number also), and says,
“Mutua divisione, vel multiplicatione radicales interdum in rationales transformantur,” “Likewise, by
division or multiplication radical numbers are changed into rationals” (173).
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Constat autem ex proportionibus, seu comparatione unius quantitatis ad aliam per

12

se oriri varias distantias, et differentias. Quaeritur modo, quid sit haec proportio?

13

Definitur ab Euclide, et aliis, quod sit duarum quantitatum unius ad alteram habitudo

14

in eodem genere propinquo. Quantitas, de qua hic mentio sit, duplex est: continua,

15

quae est in quodam corpore, ut linea, affere, superficie, etc., et discreta, quae reperitur

16

in aliqua multitudine, ut populo, numeris, etc. Per habitudinem intelligitur relatio illa,

17

affor, affari, affatus sum: speak to, accost,
implore

Euclides, -is, m.: Euclid, 4th c. Greek
mathematician

comparatio, -onis, f.: comparing, comparison

habitudo, -inis, f.: condition, plight, habit,
appearance

consto, -are, constiti, constatum: stand
together, stand firm, agree

irradicalis, -e: having no roots, *technical term,
a class of number

continuus, -a, -um: ioining, connecting,
continuous

linea, ae, f.: string, line

definio, -ire, -ivi, -itum: bound, set bounds to;
limit, define

mentio, -onis, f.: calling to mind, mention

differentia, -ae, f.: difference, distinction;
distinguishing characteristic

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

propinquus, -a, -um: near, neighboring

discretus, -a, -um: separated

quantitas, -atis, f.: greatness, extent, quantity

distantia, -ae, f.: distance, remoteness

superficies, ei, f.: top side, upper surface

duplex, -icis: two-fold, double

14-15. Duarum quantitatum unius ad alteram habitude in eodem genere propinquo.
Euclid’s definition is “Λόγος ἐστὶ δύο μεγεθῶν ὁμογενῶν ἡ κατὰ πηλικότητά ποια σχέσις,” “A ratio is a
kind of condition, having to do with size, of two magnitudes of the same kind.” (V.Def. 5)

18

quae habetur de una quantitate ad aliam; dicitur praeterea: in eodem genere

18

propinquo; quo cavetur, ne proportio statuatur de quantitate continua ad discretam: ut

19

de linea ad numerum; sed de linea ad lineam, de numero ad numerum.

20

Quamvis mediante quantitate continua, dimetiendo lineam, chordas, etc. Musicus
propositum suum consequi possit, quia tamen et ista dimensio ultimatim ad numeros

chorda, -ae, f.: catgut, string (of a musical
instrument)

propinquus, -a, -um: near, neighboring
proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

continuus, -a, -um: joining, connecting,
continuous

quivis, quaevis, quidvis: whosoever,
whatsoever

dimensio, -onis, f.: measuring
dimetior, -iri, dimensus: measure, measure
out, lay out

quot: how many, as many

discretus, -a, -um: separated

reduco, -ere, reduxi, reductum: lead back,
bring back

quantitas, -atis, f.: greatness, extent, quantity

linea, ae, f.: string, line
medio (I): halve, divide in the middle

relatio, relationis, f.: bringing back, throwing
back, reporting

musicus, -i, m.: belonging to music, musical; a
musician

ultimatim < ultimus

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

21 lineam, chordas, etc. This is why Fux cares about the comparison of continuous quantities:
because string lengths are a visible source of musical harmony. (They are also inversely proportional to
frequency.)

19

21
22

est reducenda, nempe quot partibus una linea alteram excedat longitudine, quotque ea

23

brevior sit: ideo de sola proportione, quae ex quantitate discreta, sive ex comparatione

24

numeri ad numerum oriri solet, hoc loco differendum duxi.

25

Definitionem proportionis superius adductam, generalem, et qualicunque

26

proportioni convenientem esse patet: unde singularis nulli disciplinae praeter

27

musicam, conveniens statuenda est; ea vero talis est: Proportio musicalis est habitudo,

28

sive relatio numeri sonori ad numerum sonorum. Definitio ex supra dictis per se clara

29

ulteriori explicatione non indiget.

30

comparatio, -onis, f.: comparing, comparison
definitio, -onis, f.: limiting, defining, definition,
explanation
discretus, -a, -um: separated

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)
qualiscumque, qualecumque: of what quality
soever, of whatever kind
quantitas, -atis, f.: greatness, extent, quantity

excedo, -ere, excessi, excessum: go out,
depart, retire

relatio, relationis, f.: bringing back, throwing
back, reporting

explicatio, -onis, f.: unfolding uncoiling,
expounding, explanation

singularis, -e: one by one, one at a time, alone,
single, solitary, singular

generalis, -e: of a species, generic; of all, general
habitudo, -inis, f.: condition, plight, habit,
appearance

sonorus, -a, -um: noisy, loud, resounding,
sonorous

indigeo, -ere, -ui: need, want, stand in need of,
demand, require

ulterior, -ius: farther, on the farther side, more
remote

linea, ae, f.: string, line
longitudo, -inis, f. < longus
musicalis, -e: of or pertaining to music, musical
musica, -ae, f.: art of music, music

20

Duplex esse potest haec proportio aequalitatis, et inaequalitatis. Proportio

31

aequalitatis oritur ex comparatione numeri aequalis ad numerum aequalem, ut 1 ad 1, 2

32

ad 2, 3 ad 3, etc. Proportio inaequalitatis producitur comparatione numeri inaequalis

33

ad inaequalem, exempli gratia, 1 ad 2, 3 ad 4, 5 ad 8, etc.

34

Intervalla musices, seu consonantias et dissonantias, ab sonorum diversitate produci

35

constat; inde colligitur, proportiones illas, quarum termini, sive extrema aequalitate

36

numerorum nituntur, neque aptas esse ad producenda intervalla, neque unisonum

37

aequalis, -e: equal, like, even, on a par

musice, musices or –ae: art of music, music

aequalitas, -atis, f.: equality, similarity, likeness

nitor, niti, nixus: bear upon, press upon, lean,
rely, depend upon

comparatio, -onis, f.: comparing, comparison

produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out

consonantia, ae, f.: agreement, harmony,
consonance

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

dissonantia, -ae, f.: dissonance, discrepancy
diversitas, -tatis, f. < diversus
duplex (gen. -icis): two-fold, double

sonorus, -a, -um: noisy, loud, resounding,
sonorous

inaequalitas, -atis, f.: unevenness, unlikeness,
inequality

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

21

unisonus, -a, -um: having a single sound

eandem ob rationem intervallorum nomine comprehendi posse. Aliud iudicium de

38

unisono in praxi formandum est, quod exequar, cum de quovis consono, et dissono

39

singillatim dicturus sum. Porro ex comparatione numeri inaequalis ad inaequalem

40

quamplurima possunt existere proportionum genera, quae musicus ad quinque

41

restringere consuevit: genus multiplex, superparticulare, superpartiens, multiplex

42

superparticulare, multiplex superpartiens. Unum quodque ex his generibus infinitas

43

propemodum comprehendere species, capita sequentia demonstrabunt.

44

comparatio, -onis, f.: comparing, comparison

praxis, -is, f.: practice, exercise, action (opposite
of theory)

comprehendo, -ere, -di, -sus: bind together,
unite

propemodum: nearly

consono, -are, consonui: sound together,
sound aloud, re-echo, resound

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

consuesco, -suevi: accustom, inure (usu. perf
system, to be accustomed, be wont)

quamplurimi, -ae, -a: as many as possible

demonstro (I): point out, indicate, designate,
show

quivis, quaevis, quidvis: whosoever,
whatsoever

quinque: five

dissono, -are, dissonui: disagree in sound, be
dissonant

restringo, -ere, restrinxi, restrictus: bind
back, bind fast, tighten

exsequor, -i, -cutus: follow to the grave

singillatim: one by one, singly, severally,
individually

existo, -ere, exstiti: step out, come forth,
emerge, appear

superparticularis, -e: superparticular (technical
term: refers to a ratio in which the larger number
exceeds the smaller by a unit fraction of the smaller
number)

formo (I): shape, fashion, form, build
inaequalis, e: uneven
infinitas, -atis, f.: boundlessness, endlessness,
infinity
multiplex, -icis: with many folds, much-winding;
of many parts, manifold, many
musicus, -i, m.: belonging to music, musical; a
musician

superpartiens (gen. -entis): superpartient
(technical term: refers to a ratio in which the larger
number exceeds the smaller by more than one
unit.)
unisonus, -a, -um: having a single sound

porro: forward, onward, farther on; hereafter;
then, next, furthermore
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CAPUT IV. De Genere Multiplici.
Genus multiplex est proportio numeri ad numerum, quorum maior includit

1

minorem bis, ter, quater, etc. Si minor numerus comprehendatur a maiori bis,

2

vocabitur dupla; si ter, tripla; si quater, quadrupla; et sic in infinitum. Vide sis,

3

quarumdam specierum exempla.

4

Dupla: 21 42 63 84 10
etc.
5

5

15
Tripla: 31 62 39 12
etc.
4 5

6

16 20
Quadrupla: 41 82 12
etc.
3 4 5

7

Hoc modo infinitae possunt formari huius generis species, ut experienti patebit.

bis: twice, two times, in two ways

minor, minus < parvus

comprehendo, -ere, -di, -sus: bind together,
unite

multiplex, -icis: with many folds, much-winding;
of many parts, manifold, many

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

formo (I): shape, fashion, form, build

quadruplus, -a, -um: fourfold, quadruple

includo, -ere, inclusi, inclusum: shut up, shut
in, confine, enclose

quater: four times

infinitus, -a, -um: not limited, infinite, endless,
boundless, unlimited

triplus, -a, -um: threefold, triple

ter: three times, thrice

maior, maius < magnus

Caput IV: Multiplex ratios are those which can be reduced to whole numbers. (These will be important
later, when Fux talks about octaves.)
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8

CAPUT V. De Secundo Proportionum Genere.
Quod superparticulare vocatur. Antequam hoc genus explicandum aggrediar,

1

exponendum est, quid sit pars aliquota, et pars aliquanta. Pars aliquota, quae etiam

2

appellatur multiplicativa, est, quae multiplicata semper redintegrat suum totum. E.G. 3

3

est pars aliquota numerorum 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, quia 3 sumptus bis efficit adaequate 6

4

suum totum; idem ternarius multiplicatus in se, exhibet integre 9 suum totum; et sic

5

adaequo (I): make equal, equalize with

multiplicativus, -a, -um: increasing,
multiplying, multiplicative

aggredior, aggredi, aggressus: approach

multiplicatus, -a, -um: increased, augmented

aliquantus, -a, -um: of an indefinite quantity,
some, considerable, moderate *pars aliquanta:
technical term, a number that is not an exact
divisor of some other number

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

aliquot: some, several, a few, not many, a number
bis: twice, two times, in two ways

redintegrat (I): make whole again, restore,
renew, refresh
superparticularis, -e: superparticular (technical
term: refers to a ratio in which the larger number
exceeds the smaller by a unit fraction of the smaller
number)

explico (I): unfold, uncoil, spread out, loosen
expono, -ere, -posui, -positus: put out, set
forth, expose, exhibit

ternarius, -a, -um: containing three, ternary

Caput V. The second kind of ratio is superparticular: In this type ratio, if you reduce the ratio and then
divide the larger term by the smaller, you always get 1, remainder 1.
2 pars aliquota. Aliquot part is a term used in modern number theory, too. It is an exact divisor, a
number that may be divided into another evenly without leaving a remainder.
2 pars aliquanta. Aliquant part is also used in modern number theory. It’s anything that is not an
aliquot part, a number which, when divided into a larger number, must leave a remainder.
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de caeteris. Pars aliquanta, sive aggregativa est, quae sumpta quocunque modo, non

6

adaequat suum totum, sed superet illud, vel non attingat, necesse est. E.G. 3 est pars

7

aliquanta numeri 5; quia 5 continet 3 semel, et insuper duas eius partes, id est

8

binarium, qui semel sumptus, non sufficit ad redintegrationem ternarii, sumptus bis,

9

excedit illum; quod requiritur ad essentiam partis aliquantae, sive aggregativae.

10

adaequo (I): make equal, equalize with

excedo, -ere, excessi, excessum: go out,
depart, retire

aggregativus, -a, -um: crowded, massed
together

exhibeo, -ere, -ui, -itus: hold forth, tender,
present, give up, produce

aliquantus, -a, -um: of an indefinite quantity,
some, considerable, moderate *pars aliquanta:
technical term, a number that is not an exact
divisor of some other number

insuper: above, on the top, overhead
redintegratio, -onis, f.: renewal, restoration,
repetition

attingo, -ere, attigi, attactum: touch, come in
contact with

requiro, -ere, requisivi, requisitus: seek
again, look after, search for

binarius, -a, -um: containing or consisting of
two

sufficio, -ere, suffeci, suffectus: put under, lay
a foundation

bis: twice, two times, in two ways

ternarius, -a, -um: containing three, ternary

essentia, -ae, f.: being, essence

6. aliquanta, sive aggregativa. Sive is, as usual, introducing a synonym. Pars aggregativa is an
attested form in contemporary philosophical works – a 1748 Tractatus Physicus de Plantis et Planetis by
P. Joannis Kisling, S.J., being one example – and in medieval texts, but aggregative part is not a
cognate.

25

His suppositis dico: Genus superparticulare est proportio, cuius numerus maior

11

continet minorem semel, et insuper eius partem aliquotam. E. G. in proportione hac 32.

12

Sesquialtera numerus maior comprehendit minorem semel, et simul eius partem

13

aliquotam; quod per divisionem maioris numeri cum minore clare patet 32 = 112 ubi

14

ternarius continet binarium, et insuper eius partem dimidiam, quae bis sumpta efficit

15

adaequate binarium, suum totum.

16

adaequo (I): make equal, equalize with
aliquot: some, several, a few, not many, a number
*pars aliquota: technical term, an exact divisor, a
number tha may be divided into another evenly
without leaving a remainder
binarius, -a, -um: containing or consisting of
two
bis: twice, two times, in two ways

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)
sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half
superparticularis, -e: superparticular (technical
term: refers to a ratio in which the larger number
exceeds the smaller by a unit fraction of the smaller
number)
suppono, -ere, -posui, -positus: put below, set
under

comprehendo, -ere, -di, -sus: bind together,
unite

ternarius, -a, -um: containing three, ternary

dimidius, -a, -um: half
divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution
insuper: above, on the top, overhead

26

Infinitae huius generis possunt esse species, quae pro diversitate numerorum etiam

17

diversas sortiuntur denominationes: ut proportio sesquialtera, sesquitertia,

18

sesquiquarta, sesquiquinta, sesquisexta, etc.

19

Antequam ad formandi huius generis modum me accingam, scire necesse est, quid

20

sibi velit particula Sesqui: quae vox nempe medietatem alicuius totius significat. Hinc

21

patet, hanc particulam nulli alteri huius generis speciei apponi posse, nisi sesquialteri,

22

in qua sola numerus maior includit minorem semel, et insuper eius dimidiam partem;

23

accingo, -ere, accinxi, -nctus: gird to, gird on,
bind on, gird round

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

appono, -ere, -posui, -positus: put at, place
by, lay beside

sesqui-: one half, by a half

denominatio, -onis, f.: metonymy

sesquiquartus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fourth

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

diversitas, -tatis, f. < diversus
formo (I): shape, fashion, form, build

sesquiquintus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fifth

hinc: from this place, hence
includo, -ere, inclusi, inclusum: shut up, shut
in, confine, enclose

sesquisextus, -a, -um: containing one and a
sixth

infinitus, -a, -um: not limited, infinite, endless,
boundless, unlimited

sesquitertius, -a, -um: containing one and a
third

medietas, -tatis, f.: middle, place in the middle,
midst

significo (I): make signs, show by signs, point
out, express, indicate
sortior, -iri, -itus: cast lots, draw lots

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)
particula, -ae, f.: small part, little bit, grain

27

nam in sesquitertia proportione 43 maior numerus continet minorem quidem semel,
5

24

verum non et dimidiam, sed tertiam duntaxat eius partem, 43 113 In hac proportione 4

25

pars ex divisione restans, non dimidia, sed quarta pars est 54 114, et sic in omnibus aliis

26

speciebus. Quia tamen particulam hanc omnibus huius generis speciebus praeponi,

27

usu, vel potius abusu iam receptum est, ad evitandam confusionem nihil immutandum

28

consultius existimavi.

29

abutor, abuti, abusus: use up, consume, spend,
exhaust
confusio, confusionis, f.: mingling, mixing,
blending, confusion, disorder

particula, -ae, f.: small part, little bit, grain
praepono, -ere, -posui, -positum: put in front,
put upon, affix

dimidius, -a, -um: half

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

quartus, -a, -um: fourth

duntaxat: to this extent, so far, in so far as this
matter is concerned

resto, -stare, -steti, -statum: withstand, resist,
stand firm

evito (I): shun, avoid

sesquitertius, -a, -um: containing one and a
third

immuto (I): change, alter, transform
insuper: above, on the top, overhead

28

Formatur autem genus istud facili hoc modo. Accipiantur duo numeri relicta unitate,

30

eo, quo in tabella Pythagorica ordine se sequuntur, ponendo maiorem supra, et

31

minorem infra, ut 32, 43, 54, 65, 76, 89, etc. En sex specie diversas rationes, sive proportiones;

32

quarum prima sesquialtera, secunda sesquitertia, tertia sesquiquarta, quarta

33

sesquiquinta, quinta sesquisexta, sexta sesquioctava vocatur, et quarum quaelibet

34

denominationem suam accipit a suo denominatore, sive minore termino infra posito.

35

denominatio, -onis, f.: metonymy

sesquiquartus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fourth

en: see there (interjection, calling attention)

sesquiquintus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fifth

formo (I): shape, fashion, form, build
infra: on the underside, below, underneath

sesquisextus, -a, -um: containing one and a
sixth

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

sesquitertius, -a, -um: containing one and a
third

pythagoricus, -a, -um: Pythagorean, of
Pythagoras

sex: six

quislibet, quaelibet, quidlibet: anybody,
somebody

sextus, -a, -um: sixth

quartus, -a, -um: fourth

tabella, -ae, f.: small board, writing tablet

quintus, -a, -um: fifth

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

unitas, unitatis, f. < unus

sesquioctavus, -a, -um: containing one and an
eighth

31. tabella Pythagorica. In English, a multiplication table, with rows and columns showing the
products of different numbers.

29

Omnes rationes suis terminis radicalibus constantes etiam extra terminos radicales

36

consistere possunt, quod duplicando rationis terminos efficitur. E. G. duplicentur

37

termini radicales rationis sesquialterius (nisi grammaticorum legibus neglectis, quod in

38

vocibus technicis solemus, sesquialterae dicere libeat) 32 hac ratione 64, quae ratio est

39

eiusdem sesquialterae extra terminos suos radicales. Haec ratio rursus duplicata

40

exhibet eandem speciem sesquialterae, 12
quae quodam respectu species compositae
8

41

dici possunt, quod idem de aliis huius generis speciebus intelligendum est. En exempla:

42

duplico (I): double, multiply by two, repeat

radicalis, -e: having roots *technical term, a class
of number

en: see there (interjection, calling attention)
exhibeo, -ere, -ui, -itus: hold forth, tender,
present, give up, produce

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

extra: on the outside, outside of, beyond

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

technicis, -e: technical, technology

grammaticus, -i, m.: grammarian
neglego, -ere, neglexi, neglectus: disregard,
not heed, not trouble oneself about

38 sesquialterius. Fux is not a proscriptivist; the correct genitive singular for every gender of
sesquialter (regardless of its prefixes) is sesquialterius. He wants us to know that he knows; but the
standard usage is still sesquialterae.

30

Proportio sesquialtera suis terminis radicalibus constans:

3
2

43

24
Eadem proportio extra terminos radicales: 64 12
etc.
8 16

44

Proportio sesquitertia terminis radicalibus constans: 43

45

32
Eadem proportio extra terminos radicales: 86 16
etc.
12 24

46

Proportio sesquiquarta radicalis: 54

47

20 40
Eadem proportio extra terminos radicales: 10
etc.
8 16 32

48

Proportio sesquiquinta radicalibus terminis: 65

49

24 48
Eadem proportio extra terminos radicales: 12
etc.
10 20 40

40

Id quod de infinitis aliis speciebus, observato eodem supra dicto ascendendi modo,

51

intelligendum est.

52

extra: on the outside, outside of, beyond

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

infinitus, -a, -um: not limited, infinite, endless,
boundless, unlimited

sesquiquartus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fourth

observo (I): watch, note, observe, take notice of,
attend to

sesquiquintus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fifth

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

sesquitertius, -a, -um: containing one and a
third

radicalis, -e: having roots *technical term, a class
of number

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

31

CAPUT VI. De Tertio Proportionis Genere.
Tertium proportionum genus, superpartiens dicitur, cuius maior terminus

1

comprehendit minorem semel, et insuper aliquot partes eius non aliquotas, sed

2

aliquantas, seu aggregativas.

3

Pro diversitate medii termini differentialis, qui intervenire potest inter huius generis

4

proportiones, variae etiam oriuntur species, et denominationes. Si terminus medius

5

differentialis erit binarius, proportion superbipartiens dicenda erit, ut in hac

6

proportione 53 2, ubi terminus differentialis binarius est.

7

aggregativus, -a, -um: crowded, massed
together

differentialis, -e: differential, having to do with
differences

aliquantus, -a, -um: of an indefinite quantity,
some, considerable, moderate *pars aliquanta:
technical term, a number that is not an exact
divisor of some other number

diversitas, -tatis, f. < diversus
insuper: above, on the top, overhead

aliquot: some, several, a few, not many, a number
*pars aliquota: technical term, an exact divisor, a
number that may be divided into another evenly
without leaving a remainder
binarius, -a, -um: containing or consisting of
two

intervenio, -ire, interveni, -ventum: to come
between, interrupt
proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)
superbipartiens, -entis: superbipartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

comprehendo, -ere, -di, -sus: bind together,
unite

superpartiens: superpartient (technical term:
refers to a ratio in which the larger number exceeds
the smaller by more than one unit.)

denominatio, -onis, f.: metonymy

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

Caput VI. The third kind of proportion is superpartient: In this type ratio, if you reduce the ratio and
then divide the larger term by the smaller, you always get 1, with a remainder greater than 1.

32

Si terminus differentialis fuerit ternarius, ut in hac proportione 85 3 proportio
supertripartiens dicitur.

8
9

Si terminus differentialis fuerit quaternarius, exempli gratia 59 4 superquatripartiens
vocabitur proportio, et sic de innumeris aliis.

10
11

In formando hoc genere sequens norma tenenda est: accipiatur ex tabella

12

Pythagorica numerus tertius, qui est 3 pro minore proportionis termino, et ommisso

13

numero 4 naturali ordine hunc proxime sequente, assumatur quinarius pro maiori

14

proportionis termino, hac ratione: 53 et vocabitur superbipartiens tertias, quae prima

15

species est huius generis.

16

assumo, -ere, assumpsi, assumptum: take
up, accept, receive

pythagoricus, -a, -um: Pythagorean, of
Pythagoras

binarius, -a, -um: containing or consisting of
two

quaternarius, -a, -um: containing four,
quaternary

differentialis, -e: differential, having to do with
differences

quinarius, -a, -um: containing five
superbipartiens, -entis: superbipartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

formo (I): shape, fashion, form, build
innumerus, -a, -um: countless, innumerable,
numerous

superquatripartiens, -entis:
superquatripartient (technical term, a species of
superpartient number)

naturalis, -e: natural, by birth, real

supertripartiens, -entis: supertripartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

norma, -ae, f.: rule
omitto, omittere, omisi, omissum: let go, let
loose, let fall

tabella, -ae, f.: small board, writing tablet
terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

ternarius, -a, -um: containing three, ternary

proximus, -a, -um: nearest, next

8. 𝟖𝟓 3. The way Fux is formatting his numbers here is a little awkward: The ratio is the ratio he’s talking
about; the second number is the remainder left by dividing the lesser term into the greater.

33

Particula super indicat numerum minorem proportionis a maiori comprehendi

17

semel totum, et insuper aliquas eius partes. Quid autem per particulam bi- intelligatur,

18

ex paulo ante dictis constat. Porro ad pleniorem intelligentiam huius generis

19

diversarum specierum, denominationumque iuvat dividere maiorem proportionis

20

terminum cum suo minore, E.G. 53 = 1 23 ubi fractionis numerator, nempe binarius,

21

indicat terminum differentialem proportionis, seu quod numerus maior proportionis

22

contineat suum minorem semel, et insuper eius duas partes: denominator autem

23

fractionis ternarius docet, quales sint illae partes supercontentae, nempe duae partes

24

tertiae; ideo modo adducta proportio 53 recte vocatur superbipartiens tertias.

25

bi: (prefix) twice, double

numerator, -toris, m.: numerator *technical
term for the top term of a ratio

binarius, -a, -um: containing or consisting of
two

particula, -ae, f.: small part, little bit, grain

comprehendo, -ere, -di, -sus: bind together,
unite

porro: forward, onward, farther on; hereafter;
then, next, furthermore

denominatio, -onis, f.: metonymy, name

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

denominator, -toris, m.: denominator
*technical term for the bottom term of a ratio

superbipartiens, -entis: superbipartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

differentialis, -e: differential, having to do with
differences
fractio, fractionis, f. < frango

supercontineo, -ere, supercontinui,
supercontentum: exceed

insuper: above, on the top, overhead

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

intelligentia, -ae, f. < intellego

ternarius, -a, -um: containing three, ternary

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

34

Ex quo clare patet, quod fractionis numerator indicet terminum differentialem

26

proportionis, quotque partes minoris termini praeter totum supercontineat maior; et

27

eius denominator qualitatem partium minoris termini proportionis ex divisione

28

restantium. Videamus modo varias huius generis species, et denominationes, quibus

29

veritas hucusque dictorum magis elucescat.

30

denominatio, -onis, f.: metonymy

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

denominator, -toris, m.: denominator
*technical term for the bottom term of a ratio

qualitatas, qualitatis, f.: quality, property,
state, condition

differentialis, -e: differential, having to do with
differences

quot: how many, as many

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

resto, -stare, -steti, -statum: withstand, resist,
stand firm

elucesco, -ere: shine forth, begin to shine

supercontineo, -ere, supercontinui,
supercontentum: exceed

fractio, fractionis, f. < frango
hucusque: hitherto, thus far, to such an extent

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

numerator, -toris, m.: numerator *technical
term for the top term of a ratio

veritas, -tatis, f. < verus

35

5

Proportionis superbipartiens tertias species, suis terminis radicalibus constans: 3

31

15 20
Eaedem proportiones extra terminos radicales: 10
6 9 12

32

Fortassis nonnemini videri posset, has proportiones superiori nempe 53 2 minime

33

aequivalentes esse, cum in illa terminus differentialis sit binarius, et partes ex divisione

34

remanentes sint tertiae, huius vero 10
4 terminus differentialis sit quaternarius et partes
6

35

ex divisione restantes sint sextae; verum hoc minime obesse, quin dictae extra terminos

36

radicales consistentes proportiones sint eiusdem speciei cum prima, E.G. 53 per auream

37

reductionis regulam demonstratur.

38

aequivalens (gen. -ntis): equivalent, having
equal power

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

binarius, -a, -um: containing or consisting of
two

quaternarius, -a, -um: containing four,
quaternary

differentialis, -e: differential, having to do with
differences

radicalis, -e: having roots *technical term, a class
of number

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

remaneo, -ere, remansi, remansum: remain,
stay behind

extra: on the outside, outside of, beyond

resto, -stare, -steti, -statum: withstand, resist,
stand firm

fortassis = fortasse
nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

superbipartiens, -entis: superbipartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

nonnemo, -minis, m.: someone, some, many a
one

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

36

Quaeratur numerus, qui utrumque proportionis terminum dividendo, totum

39

exhauriat, nulla parte remanente. E.G. huius proportionis 10
2 communis divisor est
6

40

numerus binarius, quia dividit et numerum denarium, et senarium, ut nihil remaneat,

41

ex decem producit 5, ex 6 3, quae proportio est superbipartiens tertias numeris

42

radicalibus constans, quod idem in reliquis usuvenit.

43

(3) 15
= 53
9

44

(4) 20
= 53
12

45

binarius, -a, -um: containing or consisting of
two

radicalis, -e: having roots *technical term, a class
of number

demonstro (I): point out, indicate, designate,
show

reductio, -onis, f.: leading, bringing back

denarius, -a, -um: containing ten

remaneo, -ere, remansi, remansum: remain,
stay behind

regula, -ae, f.: rule, model, pattern, example

divisor, -oris, m.: divider, distributer
exhaurio, exhauriri, exhausi, exhaustum:
draw out, empty by drawing, exhaust

senarius, -a, -um: containing six

extra: on the outside, outside of, beyond

superbipartiens, -entis: superbipartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

sextus, -a, -um: sixth

obsum, obesse, offui: be against, hinder, hurt
produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit
usuvenio, -ire, -ivi, -itum: arrive, come to use,
occur

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

41. numerus binarius. = duo (Likewise, numerus denarius = decem and numerus senarius = sex.)
44. (3). The (3) is there to show that you can reduce 15/9 by dividing each term by 3.

37

Hac ratione omnes proportiones extra terminos radicales ad proportionem terminis

46

radicalibus constantem reduci possunt, tanquam ad suam originem, ut sequentes

47

species ulterius manifestabunt.

48

Proportio superbipartiens quintas suis terminis radicalibus constans: 75

49

Eadem species extra terminos radicales.

50

(2) 14
= 75
10

51

(3) 21
= 75
15

52

Proportio superbipartiens septimas radicalis: 79

53

Eadem extra terminos radicales.

54

(2) 18
= 79
14

55

(3) 27
= 79
21

56

extra: on the outside, outside of, beyond
manifesto (1): discover, disclose, betray

reduco, -ere, reduxi, reductum: lead back,
bring back

origo, originis, f.: beginning, start, origin

septimus, -a, -um: seventh

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

superbipartiens, -entis: superbipartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

quintus, -a, -um: fifth

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

radicalis, -e: having roots *technical term, a class
of number

ulterior, -ius: farther, on the farther side, more
remote

46. terminos radicales. In English, we would say that a ratio intra terminos radicales is reduced to its
simplest form, while one extra terminos radicales is unreduced.

38

Proportio superbipartiens nonas intra terminos radicales: 11
9

57

33
Eadem species extra terminos radicales: 22
18 27

58

Proportio superbipartiens undecimas terminis radicalibus constans: 13
11

59

39
Eadem Proportio extra terminos radicales: 26
22 33

60

Haec sufficiant de proportione superbipartiente: progrediamur ad proportionem

61

supertripartientem.

62

Proportio supertripartiens quartas terminis radicalibus constans: 74

63

21
Eadem species extra terminos radicales: 14
8 12

64

extra: on the outside, outside of, beyond
nonus, -a, -um: ninth

sufficio, -ere, suffeci, suffectus: put under, lay
a foundation

progredior, progredi, progressus sum:
proceed

superbipartiens, -entis: superbipartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

supertripartiens, -entis: supertripartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

quartus, -a, -um: fourth

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

radicalis, -e: having roots (technical term, a class
of number)

undecimus, -a, -um: eleventh

39

Proportio supertripartiens quintas intra radicales: 85

65

24
Eadem Proportio extra terminos radicales: 16
10 15

66

Proportio supertripartiens septimas in terminis radicalibus: 10
7

67

30
Eadem Proportio extra terminos radicales: 20
14 21

68

Proportio superquatripartiens quintas terminis radicalibus: 59

69

27
Eadem Proportio extra terminos radicales: 18
10 15

70

Proportio superquatripartiens septimas terminis radicalibus constans: 11
7

71

33
Eadem Proportio extra terminos radicales: 22
14 21

72

Proportio superquatripartiens nonas in terminis radicalibus: 13
9

73

39
Eadem Proportio extra radicales terminus: 26
18 27

74

extra: on the outside, outside of, beyond

septimus, -a, -um: seventh

nonus, -a, -um: ninth

superquatripartiens, -entis:
superquatripartient (technical term, a species of
superpartient number)

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)
quintus, -a, -um: fifth
radicalis, -e: having roots *technical term, a class
of number

40

supertripartiens, -entis: supertripartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)
terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

Hic in memoriam revocanda sunt ea, quae supra ad proportionem

75

superbipartientem tertias de aurea reductionis regula diximus, qua experimentum

76

instituitur, an quaedam proportio extra terminos radicales constans sit eiusdem speciei

77

cum sua proportione originali, sive terminis radicalibus constante; quae regula quidem

78

locum habet in proportionibus, quarum uterque terminius numeris rationalibus

79

constat, sive quae per communem quendam divisorem commensurari possunt; quia

80

commensuro (1): make equal or symmetric
divisor, -oris, m.: divider, distributer

radicalis, -e: having roots *technical term, a class
of number

experimentum, -i, n.: proof, trial, test,
experiment

rationalis, -e: having reason, having a ratio
*technical term, a class of number

extra: on the outside, outside of, beyond

reductio, -onis, f.: leading, bringing back

instituo, -ere, -ui, -utum: put in place, plant,
set

regula, -ae, f.: rule, model, pattern, example
superbipartiens, -entis: superbipartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

originalis, -e: primitive, original

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

41

autem contingit, ut quaedam proportiones extra terminos radicales numeris

81

irrationalibus constent, eaeque ob rationem ad originem suam per communem

82

divisorem reduci non possint, ut in his proportionibus: 22
, 32 superquatripartientibus
14 21

83

septimas, alia experimenti regula, quae cruciata vocari solet, adhibenda erit.

84

Ponatur quaedam proportio terminis suis radicalibus, et eadem proportio extra

85

terminos radicales, numerisque irrationalibus constans, E.G. supradicta

86

superquatripartiens septimas: 11
7

87

33
21

cruciatus, -a, -um: tortured (here, crossed)

reduco, -ere, reduxi, reductum: lead back,
bring back

divisor, -oris, m.: divider, distributer
experimentum, -i, n.: proof, trial, test,
experiment

regula, -ae, f.: rule, model, pattern, example

extra: on the outside, outside of, beyond
irrationalis, -e: having no reason, no ratio
(technical term, a class of number)

superquatripartiens, -entis:
superquatripartient (technical term, a species of
superpartient number)

origo, originis, f.: beginning, start, origin

supradictus, -a, -um: aforesaid

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

septimus, -a, -um: seventh

radicalis, -e: having roots *technical term, a class
of number
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Multiplicetur antecedens rationis, suis terminis radicalibus constantis cum sequente

88

rationis extra terminos radicales positae; item multiplicetur huius antecedens cum

89

sequente rationis, suis terminis radicalibus constantis: si ambae hac multiplicatione

90

productae summae fuerint numero aequales, evidens signum erit, dictis duas

91

proportiones eiusdem esse speciei. En experimentum:

92

11
7

33
21

93

11 × 21 = 231

94

7 × 33 = 231

95

Quod de omnibus aliis proportionibus, quae numeris irrationalibus constant,

96

intelligendum puta.

97

aequalis, -e: equal, like, even, on a par

summus, -a, -um < superus

ambo, -ae, -o: both

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

antecedo, -cedere, -cessi, -cessum: precede,
take precedence

irrationalis, e: having no reason, no ratio
(technical term, a class of number)

en: see there (interjection, calling attention)

multiplicatio, -onis, f.: multiplication

evidens (gen. -tis): looking out, plain, evident,
apparent

multiplico (1): multiply, increase, augment
produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out

experimentum, -i, n.: proof, trial, test,
experiment

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

extra: on the outside, outside of, beyond
radicalis, -e: having roots *technical term, a class
of number
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CAPUT VII. De Quarto Proportionis Genere, Multiplex Superparticulare Nuncupato.
Genus hoc compositum tot comprehendit species, quot eius simplex

1

superparticulare; estque proportio cuius terminus maior includit minorem bis, ter,

2

quater, etc., et simul unam eius partem aliquotam; et construitur ex speciebus generis

3

superparticularis sui simplicis, hoc modo. Accipiatur e.g. prima generis

4

superparticularis species suis numeris radicalibus constans, nempe sesquialtera 32 , adde 5
numerum minorem maiori, et habebis 5; deinde numerum minorem eiusdem

aliquot: some, several, a few, not many, a number
*pars aliquota: technical term, an exact divisor, a
number tha may be divided into another evenly
without leaving a remainder

quartus, -a, -um: fourth

bis: twice, two times, in two ways

radicalis, -e: having roots *technical term, a class
of number

comprehendo, -ere, -di, -sum: bind together,
unite

quater: four times
quot: how many, as many

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

construo, -ere, -uxi, -uctum: bring together,
heap together, construct

simplex (gen. simplicis): simple,
uncompounded; of one part

includo, -ere, inclusi, inclusum: shut up, shut
in, confine, enclose

superparticularis: superparticular (technical
term: refers to a ratio in which the larger number
exceeds the smaller by a unit fraction of the smaller
number)

multiplex, -icis: with many folds, much-winding;
of many parts, manifold, many
nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

ter: three times, thrice
terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

nuncupo (1): name, call by name
proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

Caput VII. With a multiple-superparticular ratio, if you reduce the ratio and then divide the larger term
by the smaller, you always get a quotient greater than 1, with remainder 1.
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6

sesquialterae, nempe 2. suppone maiori; et existet sequens proportio 52 , quae est prima

7

species huius generis, vocaturque dupla sesquialtera; quia eius numerus maior continet

8

minorem bis, et insuper unam eius partem aliquotam, ut ex divisione constat 52 = 2 12 .

9

Videantur species huius in exemplis.

10

Dupla sesquialtera terminis radicalibus constans: 52

11

15 20
Eadem Proportio extra terminos radicales: 10
etc.
4 6 8

12

21
Tripla sesquialtera: 72 14
4 6

13

27
Quadrupla sesquialtera: 29 18
4 6

14

Si numerum minorem a maiore comprehendi quinquies, sexies, contingat, cum una

15

parte eius aliquota, quintupla, vel sexdupla, sesquialtera erit proportio.

aliquot: some, several, a few, not many, a number
*pars aliquota: technical term, an exact divisor, a
number tha may be divided into another evenly
without leaving a remainder

insuper: above, on the top, overhead
nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

bis: twice, two times, in two ways

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

suppono, -ere, -posui, -positus: put below, set
under

existo, -ere, exstiti: step out, come forth,
emerge, appear
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16

Secunda huius generis species, dupla sesquialtera appellata, terminis radicalibus
constans: 73

17
18

Species haec eo prorsus modo, quo prima huius generis species conficitur, addendo

19

terminos radicales proportionis superparticularis sesquitertiae, 43 et dabit 7; infra hunc

20

ponatur terminus minor dictae proportionis sesquitertiae, nempe 3 et habebitur

21

sequens proportio 73, quae operatio in conficiendis omnibus aliis huius generis

22

speciebus adhibenda erit.

23

21
Eadem Proportio extra terminos radicales: 14
6 9

aliquot: some, several, a few, not many, a number
*pars aliquota: technical term, an exact divisor, a
number tha may be divided into another evenly
without leaving a remainder
comprehendo, -ere, -di, -sus: bind together,
unite

quintuplus, -a, -um: five-fold
radicalis, -e: having roots *technical term, a class
of number
sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half
sesquiquartus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fourth

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

sesquiquintus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fifth

extra: on the outside, outside of, beyond
infra: on the under side, below, underneath

sesquitertius, -a, -um: containing one and a
third

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

sexduplus, -a, -um: six-fold
sexies: six times

operatio, -onis, f.: work, labor, operation

prorsus: forward, right onward

superparticularis: superparticular (technical
term: refers to a ratio in which the larger number
exceeds the smaller by a unit fraction of the smaller
number)

quadruplus, -a, -um: fourfold, quadruple

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

quinquies: five times

triplus, -a, -um: threefold, triple

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)
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24

Dupla sesquiquarta terminis radicalibus constans: 49

25

27
Eadem Proportio extra terminos radicales: 18
8 12

26

Dupla sesquiquinta terminis radicalibus constans: 11
5

27

33
Eadem Proportio extra terminos radicales: 22
10 15

28

21
Tripla sesquialtera: 72 14
4 6

29

20 30
Tripla sesquitertia: 10
3 6 9

30

26 39
Tripla sesquiquarta: 31
4 8 12

31

Ubi animadvertendum est, primum exemplum cuiusvis triplae hic positae constare

32

terminis radicalibus, reliqua duo primum immediate sequentia esse extra terminos

33

radicales. Non morabor hic diutius, qui enim hucusque dicta animo bene complexus

34

fuerit, minime laborabit in conficienda quadrupla, quindupla, sexdupla, etc. earumque

35

speciebus, cum intra, tum extra terminos radicales reperiendis.

36

animadverto, -ere, animadverti, -sum: direct
the mind to, give attention to, regard

radicalis, -e: having roots *technical term, a class
of number

complector, -i, complexus sum: entwine,
embrace

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half
sesquiquartus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fourth

extra: on the outside, outside of, beyond
hucusque: hitherto, thus far, to such an extent

sesquiquintus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fifth
sesquitertius, -a, -um: containing one and a
third

immediatus, -a, -um: immediate
quivis, quaevis, quidvis: whosoever,
whatsoever

sexduplus, -a, -um: six-fold

quadruplus, -a, -um: fourfold, quadruple

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

quinduplus, -a, -um: fivefold

triplus, -a, -um: threefold, triple
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CAPUT VIII. De quinto Proportionis Genere, multiplex superpartiens dicto.
In genere hoc maior terminus comprehendit minorem bis, ter, quater, etc., cum

1

aliqua eius parte aliquanta, componiturque ex terminis radicalibus proportionis,

2

generis superpartientis sui simplicis; illius primae speciei, terminos radicales addendo.

3

E. G. 53 qui per additionem faciunt 8, minore vero termino dictae proportionis infra

4

maiorem posito, constituunt hanc proportionem 83 primam speciem huius generis, et

5

vocatur dupla superpartiens tertias; sequuntur plura exempla speciem hanc

6

declarantia.

7

24
Dupla superbipartiens tertias: 83 16
6 9

8

24 36
Dupla superbipartiens quintas: 12
5 10 15

9

32 48
Dupla superbipartiens septimas: 16
7 14 21

10

additio, -onis, f.: adding to, addition

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

aliquantus, -a, -um: of an indefinite quantity,
some, considerable, moderate *pars aliquanta:
technical term, a number that is not an exact
divisor of some other number

quater: four times
quintus, -a, -um: fifth

bis: twice, two times, in two ways

radicalis, -e: having roots *technical term, a class
of number

comprehendo, -ere, -di, -sus: bind together,
unite

simplex (gen. simplicis): simple,
uncompounded; of one part

declaro (1): disclose, make evident, reveal
(declarantia probably n. subst., declaration)

superbipartiens, -entis: superbipartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

superpartiens: superpartient (technical term:
refers to a ratio in which the larger number exceeds
the smaller by more than one unit.)

infra: on the underside, below, underneath
multiplex (gen. -icis): with many folds, muchwinding; of many parts, manifold, many

ter: three times, thrice
terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

plus (gen. pluris) < multus

Caput VIII. With a multiple-superpartient ratio, if you reduce the ratio and then divide the larger term
by the smaller, you always get a quotient greater than 1, with remainder greater than 1.

48

Secunda Species.
Dupla supertripartiens vocatur, reliquam denominationem ex partibus restantibus
sumens.

11
12

22 33
Dupla supertripartiens quartas: 11
4 8 12

13

26 39
Dupla supertripartiens quintas: 13
5 10 15

14

De reliquis speciebus idem sit iudicium, ut: tripla, quadrupla, quindupla, etc.

15

superbi- supertri- superquatripartiente, in memoriam revocando, quae supra de tertio

16

Proportionis genere superpartiente dicta sunt.

17

Hic notandum occurrit, omnes hucusque dictas Proportiones esse maioris

18

inaequalitatis, quia in omnibus numerus maior supra, et minor infra positus reperitur;

19

si autem numeri invertantur, collocando maiorem infra, et minorem supra,

20

colloco (1): put together, arrange

quartus, -a, -um: fourth

denominatio, -onis, f.: metonymy

quinduplus, -a, -um: fivefold

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

quintus, -a, -um: fifth
resto, -stare, -steti, -statum: withstand, resist,
stand firm

hucusque: hitherto, thus far, to such an extent
inaequalitas, -atis, f.: unevenness, unlikeness,
inequality

septimus, -a, -um: seventh
superpartiens: superpartient (technical term:
refers to a ratio in which the larger number exceeds
the smaller by more than one unit.)

infra: on the under side, below, underneath
inverto, -ere, -ti, -sum: invert, turn upside
down

superquatripartiens, -entis:
superquatripartient (technical term, a species of
superpartient number)

noto (1): mark, make note on or of
proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

supertripartiens, -entis: supertripartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

quadruplus, -a, -um: fourfold, quadruple

triplus, -a, -um: threefold, triple

49

proportio erit minoris inaequalitatis. E.g. 12 , 24 , 34 et adiecta particula sub, vocabitur

21

subdupla, subsesquialtera, subsesquitertia, etc., ubi ulterius animadvertendum est,

22

Proportiones tali modo inversas, etiam invertere notularum valorem. E.G. in

23

proportione sesquialtera maioris inaequalitatis 32 tres minimae tactum, et tempus

24

ternarium conficiunt; inversis autem numeris, nempe in subsesquialtera 23 duae

25

minimae tactum, et tempus binarium constituunt: id, quod ex musica signatoria sciri

26

hic suppono.

27

adicio, -ere, adieci, adiectum: throw at, fling,
set near

particula, -ae, f.: small part, little bit, grain

animadverto, -ere, animadverti, -sum: direct
the mind to, give attention to, regard
binarius, -a, -um: containing or consisting of
two

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)
sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half
signatorius, -a, -um: pertaining to sealing
subduplus, -a, -um: one half

inaequalitas, -atis, f.: unevenness, unlikeness,
inequality

subsesquialter, -era, -erum: two thirds

inverto, -ere, -ti, -sum: invert, turn upside
down

subsesquitertius, -a, -um: three fourths

musica, -ae, f.: art of music, music

ulterior, -ius: farther, on the farther side, more
remote

ternarius, -a, -um: containing three, ternary

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

valor, -is, m.: value

notula, -ae, f.: a little mark

50

Porro, cum Proportiones non solum secundum se spectari debeant, verum etiam,

28

quatenus addi, subtrahi, multiplicari, et dividi possunt, aliaque sit ratio proportionum,

29

alia numerorum simplicium, videndum modo erit, qui modus in addendis,

30

subtrahendis, multiplicandis, et dividendis proportionibus sit adhibendus. Antequam

31

ad hanc operationem progrediamur, praesciendum est, quod relatio illa, quae habetur

32

inter duo extrema proportionem constituentia, ratio appellari soleat. E. G. in hac

33

proportione: 12 quae ratio dupla vocatur, et communiter hoc modo ponitur 21 si autem

34

12

virgula subducatur 2 1 non amplius ratio, sed fractio, vulgo Bruch appellari consuevit,

35

indicatque non relationem totius ad aliud totum, verum partes ex divisione alicuius

36

Bruch, der (Ger.): fraction
communiter < communis

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

consuesco, -suevi: accustom, inure (usu. perf
system, to be accustomed, be wont)

quatenus: until where, how far, how, seeing that,
in order that
relatio, relationis, f.: bringing back, throwing
back, reporting

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution
duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

simplex (gen. simplicis): simple,
uncompounded; of one part

fractio, fractionis, f. < frango

subduco, -ere, subduxi, subductum: draw
away, take away, withdraw, remove

multiplico (1): multiply, increase, augment
operatio, -onis, f.: work, labor, operation

subtraho, -ere, -traxi, -tractum: draw from
below, drag out, withdraw, remove

porro: forward, onward, farther on; hereafter;
then, next, furthermore
praescio, -ire, scivi, scitum: know beforehand,
foreknow
progredior, progredi, progressus sum:
proceed

51

suppono, -ere, -posui, -positus: put below, set
under
virgula, -ae, f.: little twig, small rod, thin line

totius restantes. Si ratio tali modo ponatur, 3:2 primus numerus antecedens, secundus

37

sequens nuncupatur: item, si hoc modo ratio reperiatur, 32, superior numerus

38

antecedens, inferior sequens nominatur.

39

Cum omnia musices intervalla ex divisione octavae, tanquam genitricis vel
immediate, vel mediate ortum habeant, ab hac initium fieri, ordo postulat; sit ergo

antecedo, -cedere, -cessi, -cessum: precede,
take precedence

musice, musices or –ae: art of music, music

genitrix, -icis, f.: mother

nuncupo (1): name, call by name

immediatus, -a, -um: immediate

octavus, -a, um: eighth

nomino (1): call by name, name

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance
mediatus, -a, -um: halved

52

postulo (1): ask, demand
resto, -stare, -steti, -statum: withstand, resist,
stand firm

40
41

CAPUT IX. De Divisione.
Officium divisionis est, dividere totum in suas partes: id, quod efficit vulgaris divisio

1

in numeris simplicibus. In dividendis rationibus, sive numeris relatis, alia divisio, ut

2

iam dixi, adhibenda est, cuius munus est ex una proportione efficere duas, vel plures,

3

id, quod triplici modo fieri potest; ideo triplex etiam statuenda est divisio: arithmetica,

4

harmonica, et geometrica.

5

arithmetice, -ae, f.: arithmetic, the science of
numbers

plus (gen. pluris) < multus

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

geometricus, -a, -um: pertaining to geometry,
geometric

simplex (gen. simplicis): simple,
uncompounded; of one part

harmonicus, -a, -um: pertaining to harmony,
harmonic

triplex (gen. triplicis): threefold, triple
vulgaris, -e: common, extended to all

Caput IX. Fux defines division. There are three kinds of division (arithmetic, harmonic, and geometric).
Arithmetic division creates two (or more) new ratios in which the differences between the terms are
equal.

53

De divisione arithmetica.
Divisio arithmetica fortassis ita dicta, quia numeri per eam producti naturali ordine,

6

nullo interiecto intervallo se consequuntur; sit interpositione medii termini, aequaliter

7

ab utroque extremo distantis, ita ut efficiat differentias aequales, et proportiones

8

inaequales, maiorem proportionem inter numeros minores, minorem inter maiores

9

constituendo. Paradigma rem clariorem reddet. Sit proportio dupla hac ratione: 4:2,

10

ternarius, qui inter haec duo extrema intrare potest, divisor arithmeticus est; dividit

11

aequalis, -e: equal, like, even, on a par

intericio, -icere, interieci, -iectum: throw
between, intersperse, intermix

arithmetice, -ae, f.: arithmetic, the science of
numbers

interpositio, -onis, f.: insertion, introduction

arithmeticus, -a, -um: pertaining to arithmetic,
arithmetic

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

differentia, -ae, f.: difference, distinction;
distinguishing characteristic

naturalis, -e: natural, by birth, real

distantia, -ae, f.: distance, remoteness

produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out

paradigma, -matis, n.: example, paradigm

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

divisor, -oris, m.: divider, distributer
duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

fortassis = fortasse

ternarius, -a, -um: containing three, ternary

inaequalis, e: uneven

54

enim extrema ita, ut aequaliter ab utroque distent, facitque differentias aequales: 4:3:2

12

etenim quo intervallo quaternarius distat a ternario, nempe unitate, eodem distat

13

ternarius a binario, exhibitque proportiones inaequales, sesquitertiam, et

14

sesquialteram: sesquitertiam inter 4 et 3 quae proportio minor est sesquialtera, et

15

sesquialteram inter 3 et 2, quae maior est sesquitertia.

16

Sesquitertia. 4 – 3 = 1

17

Sesquialtera. 3 – 2 = 1

18

Differentiae aequales.

aequalis, -e: equal, like, even, on a par

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

binarius, -a, -um: containing or consisting of
two

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

differentia, -ae, f.: difference, distinction;
distinguishing characteristic
disto (1): stand apart, be separate

quaternarius, -a, -um: containing four,
quaternary

etenim: for, and indeed, since

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

exhibeo, -ere, -ui, -itus: hold forth, tender,
present, give up, produce

sesquitertius, -a, -um: containing one and a
third
ternarius, -a, -um: containing three, ternary

inaequalis, -e: uneven
intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

55

19

Quid faciendum, si extrema alicuius rationis ita coniuncta reperiantur, ut medium

20

recipere nequeant? E. G. 2:1 recipit extrema duplicanda sunt, hac ratione: 4:2. Si quis

21

plures medios terminos, et proportiones facere cupiat, triplicaverunt extrema, E. G. 2:1,

22

adhibeatur triplicatio istorum extremorum, et habebitur eadem proportio dupla, hac

23

ratione constituta: 6:3 ubi duo media intrare possunt, quinarius, et quaternarius: 6:5,

24

4:3, efficiunturque tres differentes proportiones: sesquiquinta inter 6 et 5,

25

coniungo, -ere, -iunxi, -iunctum: bind
together, join

quaternarius, -a, -um: containing four,
quaternary

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

quinarius, -a, -um: containing five

duplico (I): double, multiply by two, repeat

sesquiquintus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fifth

nequeo -ire, -ivi, -itum: be unable

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

plus (gen. pluris) < multus

triplico (1): triple

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

triplicatio, -onis, f.: tripling

56

sesquiquarta inter 5 et 4, sesquitertia inter 4 et 3. Ex quo colligitur, quo maior sit

26

distantia extremorum, eo plures medios terminos intrare posse, ut in proportione

27

sexdupla: 6:1, quae apta est recipere quatuor terminos medios, 5:4:3:2, producitque

28

quinque differentes proportiones hac ratione: 6:5:4:3:2:1 ut constat ex iam dictis. Datur

29

etiam alius arithmetice dividendi modus; verum ego brevitati, ut praefatus sum,

30

studens, hanc ad meum institutum sufficere arbitror.

31

arithmetice, -ae, f.: arithmetic, the science of
numbers

quinque: five
sesquiquartus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fourth

brevitas, -tatis, f. < brevis
plus (gen. pluris) < multus

sesquitertius, -a, -um: containing one and a
third

praefatus, -a, -um: aforesaid

sexduplus, -a, -um: six-fold

produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out

sufficio, -ere, suffeci, suffectus: put under, lay
a foundation

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

distantia, -ae, f.: distance, remoteness
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CAPUT X. De Divisione Harmonica.
Divisio harmonica sit per medium terminum, sive divisorem, qui efficit proportiones

1

inaequales, maiores inter maiores numeros, minores inter minores constituendo; ita ut

2

differentiae sint pari modo inaequales. Exemplo clarior fiet definitio: Accipiatur octava

3

iam arithmetice divisa, hac ratione: 4:3:2; multiplicentur duo extrema per medium

4

terminum: 4 per 3, et habebitur 12:2 per eundem medium terminum 3, et prodibit

5

alterum extremum proportionalitatis harmonicae 12:6, porro multiplicentur

6

arithmetice, -ae, f.: arithmetic, the science of
numbers

inaequalis, e: uneven

definitio, -onis, f.: limiting, defining, definition,
explanation

octavus, -a, um: eighth

multiplico (1): multiply, increase, augment

differentia, -ae, f.: difference, distinction;
distinguishing characteristic

prodeo, -ire, -ii, -itum: go forth, come forth
proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

divisor, -oris, m.: divider, distributer
harmonicus, -a, -um: pertaining to harmony,
harmonic

Caput X: Harmonic division creates two new ratios in which the differences between the terms are
unequal (in a particular way, which Fux explains).
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inter se extrema proportionalitatis arithmeticae, nempe 4 per 2, et resultabit 8, qui est

7

verus divisor harmonicus dividens proportionem duplam hoc modo: 12:8:6,

8

producitque duas proportiones dissimiles: sesquialteram inter 12 et 8, et sesquitertiam

9

inter 8 et 6, maiorem inter terminos maiores, minorem inter terminos minores

10

exhibendo, facitque differentias eodem modo dissimiles, ut in sequenti exemplo.

11

Sesquialtera. 12 – 8 = 4

12

Sesquitertia. 8 – 6 = 2

13

Differentiae dissimiles.

arithmetice, -ae, f.: arithmetic, the science of
numbers

porro: forward, onward, farther on; hereafter;
then, next, furthermore

differentia, -ae, f.: difference, distinction;
distinguishing characteristic

produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out

dissimilis, -e: unlike, dissimilar, different
divisor, -oris, m.: divider, distributer

proportionalitatas, -tatis, f.: proportion, the
quality of being proportionate

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

exhibeo, -ere, -ui, -itus: hold forth, tender,
present, give up, produce

resulto (1): spring back, rebound, reverberate,
resound

harmonicus, -a, -um: pertaining to harmony,
harmonic

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half
sesquitertius, -a, -um: containing one and a
third

multiplico (1): multiply, increase, augment

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)
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14

Pari ratione res instituenda est in dividendis caeterorum generum, specierumque

15

proportionibus. Sit dividenda harmonice generis superparticularis proportio

16

sesquialtera 3:2, dividatur primo arithmetice hoc modo: 6:5:4, multiplicentur per

17

medium hoc arithmeticum duo extrema: sex per 5 habebitur 30, rursus 4 per 5 dabit

18

20, et habebimus duo extrema proportionalitatis harmonicae hac ratione; 30:20. ad

19

reperiendum medium harmonicum multiplicentur inter se extrema proportionalitatis

20

arithmeticae, 6 per 4 dat 24, qui est divisor harmonicus quaesitus, hac ratione:

21

30:24:20, et sic de caeteris.

22

arithmetice, -ae, f.: arithmetic, the science of
numbers

proportionalitatas, -tatis, f.: proportion, the
quality of being proportionate

differentia, -ae, f.: difference, distinction;
distinguishing characteristic

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

dissimilis, -e: unlike, dissimilar, different

sesquitertius, -a, -um: containing one and a
third

divisor, -oris, m.: divider, distributer

sex: six

harmonicus, -a, -um: pertaining to harmony,
harmonic

superparticularis: superparticular (technical
term: refers to a ratio in which the larger number
exceeds the smaller by a unit fraction of the smaller
number)

multiplico (1): multiply, increase, augment
proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)
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CAPUT XI. De Divisione Geometrica.
Divisio geometrica est illa, cuius medius terminus inter duo extrema positus,

1

construit duas proportiones aequales, et differentias inaequales. Hinc patet, hanc

2

divisionem locum habere non posse, nisi in genere multiplici. Instituitur autem haec

3

divisio hoc modo: accipiatur proportio quaedam ex genere multiplici suis numeris

4

radicalibus constans, E. G. dupla 2:1, multiplicetur quodvis extremorum in se, nempe 2, 5

aequalis, -e: equal, like, even, on a par

inaequalis, -e: uneven

construo, -ere, -uxi, -uctum: bring together,
heap together, construct

multiplex, -icis: with many folds, much-winding;
of many parts, manifold, many

differentia, -ae, f.: difference, distinction;
distinguishing characteristic

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

geometricus, -a, -um: pertaining to geometry,
geometric

Caput XI. Geometric division creates two new ratios, where the ratios themselves are equal; that is, one
is reducible to the other.
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per 2, et habebitur 4, 1 per 1 restat 1, ex qua multiplicatione oritur sequens proportio

6

quadrupla 4:1, porro ad reperiendum medium, sive divisorem Geometricum scire

7

oportet, quid numerus quadratus, quid eiusdem radix. Dico ergo, numerum simplicem

8

esse radicem sui ipsius in se multiplicati. E. G. binarius est radix quaternarii, quia hic

9

nascitur ex binario in se multiplicato, ex quo infertur, binarium, utpote radicem

10

quaternarii, esse verum divisorem dictae proportionis quadruplae, geometrice

11

dividendae: 4:2:1, ex qua divisione oriuntur duae aequales proportiones, nempe duplae,

12

binarius, -a, -um: containing or consisting of
two

quadratus, -a, -um: square

divisor, -oris, m.: divider, distributer

quaternarius, -a, -um: containing four,
quaternary

quadruplus, -a, -um: fourfold, quadruple

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

quivis, quaevis, quidvis: whosoever,
whatsoever

geometricus, -a, -um: pertaining to geometry,
geometric
multiplicatus, -a, -um: increased, augmented

radicalis, -e: having roots (technical term, a class
of number)

multiplicatio, -onis, f.: multiplication

radix, radices, f.: root

multiplico (1): multiply, increase, augment

resto, -stare, -steti, -statum: withstand, resist,
stand firm

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

simplex (gen. simplicis): simple,
uncompounded; of one part

porro: forward, onward, farther on; hereafter;
then, next, furthermore
proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)
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cum inaequalibus differentiis, nam inter 4 et 2 differentia est binarius, et 2 ab. 1 differt

13

unitate.

14

Inde concludo, quod cuiusvis proportionis geometrice divisae maior numerus sit

15

quadratus, et radix eius sit divisor geometricus; pro maiori claritate placet hic apponere

16

aliquot numeros quadratos cum eorum radicibus.

17

Radices: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

18

Quadrati: 4, 9, 16, 25, 36.

19

Ex quo ulterius colligitur, quamlibet generis multiplicis speciem dicto modo posse

20

geometrici dividi: ut tripla, quadrupla, quindupla, etc.

aequalis, -e: equal, like, even, on a par

inaequalis, e: uneven

aliquot: some, several, a few, not many, a number

multiplex, -icis: with many folds, much-winding;
of many parts, manifold, many

appono, -ere, -posui, -positus: put at, place by,
lay beside

multiplicatus, -a, -um: increased, augmented

binarius, -a, -um: containing or consisting of
two

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

claritas, claritatis, f. < clarus

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

concludo, -ere, conclusi, -sum: enclose, close,
infer

quadratus, -a, -um: square

quivis, quaevis, quidvis: whosoever,
whatsoever

quadruplus, -a, -um: fourfold, quadruple

differentia, -ae, f.: difference, distinction;
distinguishing characteristic

quislibet, quaelibet, quidlibet: anybody,
somebody

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

radix, radices, f.: root

quinduplus, -a, -um: fivefold

divisor, -oris, m.: divider, distributer

triplus, -a, -um: threefold, triple

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

ulterior, -ius: farther, on the farther side, more
remote

geometricus, -a, -um: pertaining to geometry,
geometric

utpote: as is natural, as, seing that
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21

CAPUT XII De Multiplicatione Rationum.
Multiplicatio rationum aliud non est, quam translatio duarum vel plurium

1

proportionum terminis radicalibus constantium ad terminos remotos, manentibus

2

iisdem specie proportionibus; nihil interest, an rationes sint diversi, vel eiusdem

3

generis, modo una non sit maioris, et altera minoris inaequalitatis, quo casu operatio

4

usuvenire non posset. Videatur methodus, quae in multiplicandis duabus

5

proportionibus tenenda est. Sint E. G. multiplicandae, ratio dupla, et sesquialtera

6

inaequalitas, -atis, f.: unevenness, unlikeness,
inequality

radicalis, -e: having roots (technical term, a class
of number)

methodus, -i, f.: way of teaching, method
multiplico (1): multiply, increase, augment

removeo, -ere, -movi, -motum: move back,
take away, remove

multiplicatio, -onis, f.: multiplication

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

operatio, -onis, f.: work, labor, operation

translatio, -onis, f.: carrying across, transferring

plus (gen. pluris) < multus

usuvenio, -ire, -ivi, -itum: arrive, come to use,
occur

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

Caput XII. What Fux calls multiplying ratios here appears to be comparing them by finding a common
term. There are lots of ways to do this, but the simplest is to make the prior terms in the new proportion
the product of the prior terms in the earlier proportion, while keeping the value of each ratio the same, as
a/b : c/d = ad/bd : cb/bd.
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hac ratione positae: 21 : 32, multiplicetur antecedens duplae cum antecedente

7

sesquialterae, et emerget 6; ulterius, multiplicetur antecedens rationis sesquialterae

8

cum sequente rationis duplae, 3 per 1 habetur 3, qui comparatus cum 6 ex prima

9

multiplicatione orto, producit rationem duplam remotioribus terminis constantem,

10

nempe 63, postea multiplicetur antecedens duplae cum sequente sesquialterae:

11

antecedo, -cedere, -cessi, -cessum: precede,
take precedence

produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

removeo, -ere, -movi, -motum: move back,
take away, remove

emergo, -ere, emersi, emersum: bring forth,
come forth

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

multiplicatio, -onis, f.: multiplication

ulterior, -ius: farther, on the farther side, more
remote

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

multiplico (1): multiply, increase, augment
nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)
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2 per 2 evenit 4, qui comparatus cum 6, efficit rationem sesquialterae hac ratione: 63 ∶ 64,

12

quo conficitur, quod haec multiplicatio non immutet proportiones, sed a terminis

13

radicalibus ad terminos remotiores transferat. Volenti autem una operatione

14

multiplicare tres proportiones, alia methodus usurpanda est: sint multiplicandae,

15

dupla, sesquialtera, et superbipartiens tertias: 21 ∶

16

3
2

∶ 53.

antecedo, -cedere, -cessi, -cessum: precede,
take precedence

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

conficio, conficere, confeci, confectum:
make a thing completely ready, prepare, bring
about, complete

radicalis, -e: having roots (technical term, a class
of number)
removeo, -ere, -movi, -motum: move back,
take away, remove

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

evenio, evenire, eveni, eventum: come out,
come forth

superbipartiens, -entis: superbipartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

immuto (I): change, alter, transform

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

methodus, -i, f.: way of teaching, method

transfero, -ferre, -tuli, -latum: carry across,
transfer

multiplico (1): multiply, increase, augment
multiplicatio, -onis, f.: multiplication

usurpo (1): seize for use, make use of, apply,
exercise

operatio, -onis, f.: work, labor, operation
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Multiplicetur antecedens duplae cum antecedente sesquialterae, et habebitur 6,

17

ulterius multiplicetur sequens duplae cum antecedente sesquialterae, et emerget 3,

18

postea multiplicetur sequens duplae cum sequente sesquialterae, 1 per 2 prodibit 2, qui

19

numeri hoc ordine ponantur: 6, 3, 2.

20

antecedo, -cedere, -cessi, -cessum: precede,
take precedence

multiplico (1): multiply, increase, augment

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

prodeo, -ire, -ii, -itum: go forth, come forth
ulterior, -ius: farther, on the farther side, more
remote

emergo, -ere, emersi, emersum: bring forth,
come forth
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Modo multiplicentur hi tres numeri per antecedens rationis superbipartiens tertias,

21

6 per 5 habetur 30, 3 per 5 oritur 15, 2 per 5 resultat 10, postremo multiplicetur iterum

22

minimus trium numerorum ex prima multiplicatione productorum cum sequente

23

rationis superbipartientis tertias, nempe, 2 per 3 et habebimus 6, qui numeri remoti

24

omnes hoc ordine collocate: 30, 15, 10, 6, efficiunt easdem tres proportiones, quas ante

25

multiplicationem dabant numeri simplices, seu radicales, nempe duplam inter 30 et 15,

26

sesquialteram inter 15 et 10, et superbipartientem tertias inter 10 et 6. Haec sufficiant

27

de multiplicatione. Pergamus ad

28

antecedo, -cedere, -cessi, -cessum: precede,
take precedence

radicalis, -e: having roots (technical term, a class
of number)

colloco (1): put together, arrange

removeo, -ere, -movi, -motum: move back,
take away, remove

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much
multiplicatio, -onis, f.: multiplication

resulto (1): spring back, rebound, reverberate,
resound

multiplico (1): multiply, increase, augment

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

simplex (gen. simplicis): simple,
uncompounded; of one part
sufficio, -ere, suffeci, suffectus: put under, lay
a foundation

postremo: finally
proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

superbipartiens, -entis: superbipartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out
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CAPUT XIII. De Additione Rationum.
Ex hucusque dictis constat per divisionem ex una plures effici proportiones: per

1

multiplicationem easdem quidem retineri, ad terminos tamen remotos translatas.

2

Videndum est deinceps, quo modo per additionem duarum, vel plurium proportionum

3

fiat una sola. Instituatur primo additio duarum proportionum, E. G. sesquialterae cum

4

sesquitertia: ponantur utriusque proportionis termini maiores a sinistris, et minores a

5

3 2

dextris hac ratione: , .

6

4 3

additio, -onis, f.: adding to, addition

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

deinceps: one after another, in succession
divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

sesquitertius, -a, -um: containing one and a
third

hucusque: hitherto, thus far, to such an extent

sinister, -tra, -trum: left, on the left

multiplicatio, -onis, f.: multiplication

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit
transfero, -ferre, -tuli, -latum: carry across,
transfer

plus (gen. pluris) < multus
proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)
removeo, -ere, -movi, -motum: move back,
take away, remove

Caput XIII. Fux explains how to combine ratios by multiplying them together.
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Multiplicetur minor terminus sesquialterae cum minore sesquitertiae, et habebitur

7

6, rursus multiplicetur maior terminus sesquialterae cum maiore sesquitertiae, et

8

habebitur 12, quo facto fiet ex duabus dictis proportionibus una sola, nempe dupla:

9

12
6

2

= 1.

10

Par ratio tenenda est in addendis plurium proportionum rationibus. Sint E. G. duae

11

sesquialterae, et duae sesquitertiae addendae supradicto modo collocatae.

12

3:2

13

3:2

14

4:3

15

4:3

16

colloco (1): put together, arrange

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half
sesquitertius, -a, -um: containing one and a
third

multiplico (1): multiply, increase, augment
nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

supradictus, -a, -um: aforesaid

plus (gen. pluris) < multus

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit
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Multiplicentur inter se minores termini harum proportionum a dextris positarum: 2

17

per 2 habetur 4, 4 per 3 resultat 12, 12 per 3 producitur 36, quod ultimum productum

18

erit minor terminus proportionis per additionem oriundae. Postea multiplicentur pari

19

ratione maiores termini dictarum proportionum, 3 per 3 oritur 9, 9 per 4 producitur 36, 20
36 per 4 exhibet 144, quod productum dabit maiorem terminum proportionis

21

quaesitae, hac ratione: 144:36.

22

Quae ratio quadrupla est, ut palam fiet per reductionem.
144
36
24
6

6

÷6=
6

24

23
24

6

4

÷6=1

25

additio, -onis, f.: adding to, addition

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

exhibeo, -ere, -ui, -itus: hold forth, tender,
present, give up, produce

quadruplus, -a, -um: fourfold, quadruple

multiplico (1): multiply, increase, augment

reductio, -onis, f.: leading, bringing back

palam: openly, plainly

resulto (1): spring back, rebound, reverberate,
resound

produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit
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CAPUT XIV. De Subtractione Rationum.
Cum continens maius esse debeat suo contento, constat hanc operationem neque in

1

duabus proportionibus quantitate similibus locum habere, neque maiorem

2

proportionem a minori subduci posse; ex quo infertur, scitu necessarium esse, qua

3

ratione una proportio sit altera maior, vel minor. Dico ergo, quod in genere

4

superparticulari, et superpartiente, quo maiores termini alicuius proportionis, eo minor

5

necessarius, -a, -um: unavoidable,
indispensable, requisite, necessary

superparticularis: superparticular (technical
term: refers to a ratio in which the larger number
exceeds the smaller by a unit fraction of the smaller
number)

operatio, -onis, f.: work, labor, operation
proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

superpartiens: superpartient (technical term:
refers to a ratio in which the larger number exceeds
the smaller by more than one unit.)

quantitas, -atis, f.: greatness, extent, quantity
subduco, -ere, subduxi, subductum: draw
away, take away, withdraw, remove

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

subtractio, -onis, f.: drawing back, subtraction

Caput XIV. Fux combines ratios by multiplying by the inverse (i.e. dividing).
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sit proportio, atque minus intervallum ab ea productum: hanc ob rationem,

6

sesquialtera maior est sesquitertia, haec maior sesquiquarta, et sic de caeteris huius

7

generis proportionibus, quarum termini semper numeris ascendendo crescunt. Par

8

5

ratio in genere superpartiente tenenda est. Proportio superbipartiens tertias 3 maior est
8

supertripartiente quintas, nempe 5 quia illa dat sextam maiorem, haec minorem.

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

sesquitertius, -a, -um: containing one and a
third

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

sextus, -a, -um: sixth
superbipartiens, -entis: superbipartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out

superpartiens: superpartient (technical term:
refers to a ratio in which the larger number exceeds
the smaller by more than one unit.)

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

supertripartiens, -entis: supertripartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

quintus, -a, -um: fifth
sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

sesquiquartus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fourth
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9
10

Contra usuvenit in genere multiplici, in quo eo maior est proportio, quo maiores sunt

11

termini: inde maior est tripla, quam dupla, quadrupla maior quam tripla, etc.

12

Ex dictis facile patet, quae proportio subtrahi, et qualis illa esse debeat, de qua quis

13

subtrahere velit. Ex ipsa etymologia intelligitur subtractionis officium, nempe

14

diminuere intervallum, de quo subtrahitur. Methodus autem subtrahendi est ista:

15

diminuo, -ere, diminui, diminutum: lessen,
make smaller

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

quadruplus, -a, -um: fourfold, quadruple

etymologia, -ae, f.: etymology

subtraho, -ere, -traxi, -tractum: draw from
below, drag out, withdraw, remove

subtractio, -onis, f.: drawing back, subtraction

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance
methodus, -i, f.: way of teaching, method
multiplex, -icis: with many folds, much-winding;
of many parts, manifold, many
nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)
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terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit
triplus, -a, -um: threefold, triple
usuvenio, -ire, -ivi, -itum: arrive, come to use,
occur

ponatur maior proportio aggregatim a sinistris, et minor a dextris, eodem modo

16

collocata; multiplicetur antecedens maioris proportionis cum sequente proportionis

17

minoris, et sequens maioris cum antecedente minoris proportionis; productum dabit

18

proportionem per subtractionem diminutam, monstrabitque differentiam inter duas

19

aggregatim: taken together

multiplico (1): multiply, increase, augment

antecedo, -cedere, -cessi, -cessum: precede,
take precedence

produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out

colloco (1): put together, arrange

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

differentia, -ae, f.: difference, distinction;
distinguishing characteristic

sinister, -tra, -trum: left, on the left

diminuo, -ere, diminui, diminutum: lessen,
make smaller

subtractio, -onis, f.: drawing back, subtraction

monstro (1): point out, exhibit, teach, show

75

illas proportiones intercedentem. Paradigma rem clarius explicabit. Sit E. G. de dupla

20

subtrahenda sesquialtera; multiplicetur antecedens duplae cum sequente sesquialterae,

21

et vicissim antecedens sesquialterae cum sequente duplae, et sic operatio erit peracta.

22

Sed pro maiori facilitate ducantur duae virgulae in formam crucis de antecedente unius

23

rationis ad sequens alterius, et vicissim hac ratione.

24

antecedo, -cedere, -cessi, -cessum: precede,
take precedence

paradigma, -matis, n.: example, paradigm

crux, crucis, f.: cross

perago, -ere, peregi, -actum: go through with,
finish, work up

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

explico (I): unfold, uncoil, spread out, loosen

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

facilitas, -tatis, f. < facilis

subtraho, -ere, -traxi, -tractum: draw from
below, drag out, withdraw, remove

intercedo, -ere, intercessi, intercessum:
come between

vicissim: on the other hand, in turn

multiplico (1): multiply, increase, augment

virgula, -ae, f.: little twig, small rod, thin line

operatio, -onis, f.: work, labor, operation
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= 3 Differentia

25

Pari ratione operatio instituenda est in omnibus aliis proportionibus subtrahendis,
ut videtur in sequentibus exemplis.
4
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31

differentia, -ae, f.: difference, distinction;
distinguishing characteristic
operatio, -onis, f.: work, labor, operation
proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)
subtraho, -ere, -traxi, -tractum: draw from
below, drag out, withdraw, remove

𝟒

3

25 𝟑. Fux is multiplying by the inverse of the second ratio (dividing), so instead of coming up with 4, as
4

the arrows suggest, 3 is correct.
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Quorsum autem tot proportionum genera, tot species? Cui usui sint triplices illae

32

divisiones? Quid multiplicatio, additio, et subtractio sibi volunt? Quamvis ex dictis huic

33

quaestioni ut plurimum satisfieri possit, tamen ex dicendis plenius satisfactum iri

34

arbitror, cum de quovis musices intervallo in particulari dicturus sum, et intitio ab

35

octava ducto, ex qua tanquam matre omnes consonantes, et dissonantes generari

36

demonstravero.

37

additio, -onis, f.: adding to, addition

particularis, -e: containing a part, partial,
particular

consono, -are, consonui: sound together,
sound aloud, re-echo, resound

plus (gen. pluris) < multus

demonstro (I): point out, indicate, designate,
show

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

dissono, -are, dissonui: disagree in sound, be
dissonant

quaestio, -onis, f.: examination, inquiry

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

quivis, quaevis, quidvis: whosoever,
whatsoever

quorsum: to what place, whither

genero (1): beget, engender (in pass., descend
from)
intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance
multiplicatio, -onis, f.: multiplication

satisfacio, -facere, -feci, -factum: give
satisfaction, satisfy
subtractio, -onis, f.: drawing back, subtraction
triplex (gen. triplicis): threefold, triple

musice, musices or –ae: art of music, music
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CAPUT XV. De Octava.
Octava sic dicta, quia octo constat sonis; omnium intervallorum simplicium

1

maximum est; graece diapason appellata, quod vocabulum universitatem significat, eo

2

quod octava, universa possibilia comprehendat intervalla; actu simplicia, potentia vero

3

composita. Verum cum octava, utpote continens caeterorum intervallorum sub

4

contento comprehendi non possit, et octava quasi aliud non sit, quam unisoni repetitio,

5

comprehendo, -ere, -di, -sus: bind together,
unite

significo (I): make signs, show by signs, point
out, express, indicate

diapason (Gk.): diapason, the octave

simplex (gen. simplicis): simple,
uncompounded; of one part

Graecus, -a, -um: Greek
intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

sonus, -i, m.: sound, pitch, speech

maximus, -a, -um < magnus

universus, -a, -um: all together, collective,
general

octavus, -a, um: eighth

unisonus, -a, -um: having a single sound

universitatas, -tatis, f.: the whoe, the whole
number of things

octo (indecl.): eight
possibilis, -e < possum

utpote: as is natural, as, seing that

potentia, -ae, f.: might, force, power

vocabulum, -i, n.: name, substantive

repetitio, -onis, f.: demanding back, repetition,
anaphora

Caput XV. Fux defines the octave as a musical interval, defined by the ratio 1:2 (or any multiplex ratio).
One can see the ratio in action with string lengths on an instrument such as a monochord.
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ideo septem tantum distinctos infra octavam sonos contineri constat; id quod Marcus

6

Tullius Cicero in Somnio Scipionis similitudine ducta a sonis orbium coelestium hisce

7

elegantissime expressit: Quis inquam, quis est, qui complet aures meas tantus, et tam

8

dulcis sonus? Hic est, inquit ille, qui intervallis coniunctus imparibus, sed tamen pro

9

rata portione distinctus, impulsu, et motu ipsorum orbium efficitur, et acuta cum

10

acutus, -a, -um: sharpened, pointed, cutting

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

Marcus Tullius Cicero: 1st century B.C. Roman
orator and philosopher

motus, -us, m.: movement, motion

compleo, -ere, -evi, -etum: fill

octavus, -a, um: eighth

coniungo, -ere, -iunxi, -iunctum: bind
together, join

portio, -onis, f.: share, part, portion, lot

distinctus, -a, -um: separated, separate, distinct

Scipio, Scipionis, m: Scipio Aemilianus, the
eponymus subject of Somnium Scipionis

ratus, -a, -um: reckoned, calculated

elegans (gen. -tis): fastidious, nice, delicate
exprimo, -ere, -pressi, -pressum: represent,
portray, describe

septem (indecl.): seven

hicce, haecce, hocce = hic (emphatic)

somnium, -i, n.: dream *Somnium Scipionis, a
philosophical work

similitudo, -tudinis, f.: likeness, resemblance

impar (gen. imparis): unequal, dissimilar
impello, impellere, impuli, impulsum: push
against, strike, reach

sonus, -i, m.: sound, pitch, speech

infra: on the under side, below, underneath
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gravibus temperans, varios aequabiliter concentus efficit. Nec enim silentio tanti

11

motus incitari possunt, et natura fert, ut extrema ex altera parte graviter, ex altera

12

autem acute sonent; quam ob causam summus ille coeli stelliferi cursus, cuius

13

conversio est concitatior, acuto, et excitato movetur sono: gravissimo hic lunaris,

14

atque infimus: nam terra nona immobilis manens ima sede semper haeret, complexa

15

acutus, -a, -um: sharpened, pointed, cutting

incito (i): set in motion, hasten, urge on, rush

aequabiliter: equally

infimus, -a, -um: lowest, last

complector, -i, complexus sum: entwine,
embrace

lunaris, -e: of the moon

concentus, -us, m.: sounds blending
harmoniously together, harmony, concord

nonus, -a, -um: ninth

motus, -us, m.: movement, motion
sedes, -is, f.: seat, chair, throne

concitatus, -a, -um: rapid, swift, quick

silentio, -onis, f.: silence

conversio, -onis, f.: turning around, revolving

sonus, -i, m.: sound, pitch, speech

excito (1): call out or forth, wake or rouse up,
raise, build

stelliferus, -a, -um: starry
summus, -a, -um < superus

haereo, -ere, haesi, haesum: hang, stick cling,
adhere

temperans (gen. -ntis): moderate, temperate

imus, -a, -um: lowest, deepest, last
immobilis, -e: immovable

81

medium mundi locum. Illi autem octo cursus, in quibus vis eadem est duorum,

16

Mercurii, et Veneris, septem efficiunt distinctos intervallis sonos, qui numerus rerum

17

omnium fere modus est. Quod docti homines nervis imitati, atque Cantibus aperuere

18

sibi reditum ad hunc locum, etc.

19

Huius rei veritatem per octavae divisionem experturi sumus, cum primo ipsius

20

octavae naturam examinaverimus. Octava existentiam suam habet in genere multiplici,

21

eius termini constitutivi sunt 1. 2., hanc ob causam intervallorum omnium

22

cantus, -us, m.: musical utterance, song

natura, -ae: nature, property, quality

distinctus, -a, -um: separated, separate, distinct
divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

nervus, -i, m.: sinew, tendon, muscle; a string
(on a musical instrument)

examino (1): weigh

octavus, -a, um: eighth

experior, experiri, expertus sum: test, try,
prove

octo (indecl.): eight
septem (indecl.): seven

fere: closely, quite, entirely

sonus, -i, m.: sound, pitch, speech

imitor (1): imitate, represent, copy, resemble

Venus, -eris, f.: Venus (the goddess and the
planet)

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance
Mercurius, -i, m.: Mercury (the god and the
planet)
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veritas, -tatis, f. < verus

perfectissimum iudicandum est, cum primus eius terminus sit ipsum principium,

23

nempe unitas, secundus, numerus binarius, unitati proximus. Quem ordinem a Deo in

24

omnibus operibus suis, sive rebus creatis mirabili, observatum esse, non obscure

25

animadverti potest. Hinc coelestes illi spiritus intelligentiae praestantia, principio suo

26

proximi, omnia caetera creata perfectione antecellunt. His proxime nobilitate accedit

27

homo, rationis particeps, quem nempe idem rerum omnium molitor, et architectus

28

Deus paulo minus ab angelis minuit. Hunc sequuntur caetera animantia rationis

29

expertia. Haec excipiunt vegetabilia, et ultimo inanimata. Quas res, quo longius

30

angelus, -i., m.: messenger, esp. divine
messenger

multiplex, -icis: with many folds, much-winding;
of many parts, manifold, many

animadverto, -ere, animadverti, -sum: direct
the mind to, give attention to, regard

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

animo (1): enliven, quicken, animate

nobilitatas, -tatis, f. < nobilis

antecello: be prominent, distinguish oneself,
excel

obscurus, -a, -um: dark, shady, obscure
observo (I): watch, note, observe, take notice of,
attend to

architectus, -i, m.: masterbuilder, architect
binarius, -a, -um: containing or consisting of
two

octavus, -a, um: eighth

coelestis, -e = caelestis

particeps (gen. -cipis): sharing, partaking
(subst., participant)

constitutivus, -a, -um: having the power to set
up or establish, constitutive

perfectio, perfectionis, f.: the quality of being
perfect, perfection

existentia, -ae, f.: emergence, appearance
expers, -tis: having no part in, not privy to

perfectus, -a, -um: perfect (technical term, a
class of interval)

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

praestantia, -ae, f.: superiority, excellence
proximus, -a, -um: nearest, next

minuo, -ere, minui, minutum: lessen,
diminish

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit
vegetabilis, -e: animating

mirabilis, -e: marvelous
molitor, -oris, m.: a framer; one who undertakes
to do a thing

83

a factore, sive principio suo recedunt nobilitate, eo imperfectiores esse, quis non videt?

31

Pari ratione in musices intervallis, illorumque perfectione, vel imperfectione se res

32

habet; etenim quo maiores termini cuiusdam proportionis, quoque remotiores sunt ab

33

unitate, suo principio, eo imperfectiora erunt intervalla inde exorta.

34

Ut redeat oratio, unde nonnihil digressa est, fortassis nonnemo percunctabitur, cur

35

termini proportionis huius, 1:2 octavam sonent? Ratio in promptu est; cum enim

36

proportio haec dupla sit, et chorda una sit duplo longior altera, duplo etiam graviorem

37

edat sonum, necesse est. Ut autem veritas haec non tantum rationi, verum etiam

38

chorda, -ae, f.: catgut, string (of a musical
instrument)

musice, musices or –ae: art of music, music

digredior, digredi, digressus sum: go apart,
separate, part

nonnemo, -minis, m.: someone, some, many a
one

nobilitatas, -tatis, f. < nobilis

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

nonnihil (indecl.): something
octavus, -a, um: eighth

edo, edere, edidi, editum: give out, put forth,
produce, publish, tell

perfectio, perfectionis, f.: the quality of being
perfect, perfection

etenim: for, and indeed, since

promptus, -us, m.: visibility, readiness

exorior, -iri, exortus sum: arise, appear

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

factor, factoris, m. < facio
fortassis = fortasse

removeo, -ere, -movi, -motum: move back,
take away, remove

imperfectio, imperfectionis, f.: the quality of
being imperfect
imperfectus, -a, -um: imperfect (technical term,
a class of interval)
inanimatus, -a, -um: inanimate
intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

84

sonus, -i, m.: sound, pitch, speech
terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit
veritas, -tatis, f. < verus

auribus patefiat, experimentum institui potest in instrumento sequentis figurae, quod a

39

Latenis regula, a Graecis autem monochordon, id est instrumentum unius chordae

40

appellatur. Verum haud paulo faciliorem experimenti faciendi facultatem polychordon

41

exhibet, seu instrumentum duarum chordarum sequentis figurae:

42

chorda, -ae, f.: catgut, string (of a musical
instrument)

instrumentum, -i, n.: instrument

exhibeo, -ere, -ui, -itus: hold forth, tender,
present, give up, produce

monochordon, -i, n. (Gk.): monochord

Latinus, -a, -um: Latins, speakers of Latin
patefacio, -ere, patefeci, patefactum: open,
disclose, lay plain

experimentum, -i, n.: proof, trial, test,
experiment

polychordon, -i, n. (Gk.): polychord

facultas, -tatis, f.: capability, skill

regula, -ae, f.: rule, model, pattern, example

figura, figurae, f.: form, shape, quality
Graecus, -a, -um: Greek
instituo, -ere, -ui, -utum: put in place, plant,
set

Figure 1. A polychord, in this case, a two-stringed instrument. This woodcut appears at this point in the
1725 edition (23).

85

Haud operae pretium fuerit, in describenda conficiendi huius instrumenti methodo

43

pluribus immorari, quam vel solo figurae huius contuitu a quovis organopaeo facile

44

construi posse, confido. Itaque ad usus demonstrationem progredior. Concordentur

45

ambae crassitudine aequales instrumenti huius chordae accurate in unisono, et

46

accuratus, -a, -um: careful, precise, accurate
aequalis, -e: equal, like, even, on a par

describo, -ere, descripsi, descriptum: copy
out, write down, transcribe

ambo, -ae, -o: both

figura, figurae, f.: form, shape, quality

chorda, -ae, f.: catgut, string (of a musical
instrument)

immoror, immorari, immoratus sum: linger,
loiter, tarry

concordo (1): agree, harmonize

instrumentum, -i, n.: instrument

conficio, conficere, confeci, confectum:
make a thing completely ready, prepare, bring
about, complete

methodus, -i, f.: way of teaching, method

confido, -ere, confisus sum: believe, trust, rely
upon

progredior, progredi, progressus sum:
proceed

organopaeus, -i, m.: (Gk.) organ builder

construo, -ere, -uxi, -uctum: bring together,
heap together, construct

plus (gen. pluris) < multus

quivis, quaevis, quidvis: whosoever,
whatsoever

contueor, contueri, contuitus sum: look
upon, behold, ponder

unisonus, -a, -um: having a single sound

crassitudo, crassitudinis, f.: thickness, density
demonstratio, -onis, f.: pointing out,
demonstration

86

metiatur postmodum circino alterutra harum, dividaturque in tot partes, quot terminus

47

maior proportionis illius indicat, cuius sonos quis probare intendit: minor terminus

48

proportionis monstrat, qua parte equuleus subiiciendus sit, fulcimenti genus, quo

49

chordae nituntur, Germanis Ephippium, vel Sattel vulgo dictum. Sint E. G. probandi

50

portionis duplae soni, 1:2, dividatur secundum maiorem proportionis terminum in

51

alteruter, alterutra, alterutrum: one of two,
one or the other, either

monstro (1): point out, exhibit, teach, show
nitor, niti, nixus: bear upon, press upon, lean,
rely, depend upon

chorda, -ae, f.: catgut, string (of a musical
instrument)

portio, -onis, f.: share, part, portion, lot

circinus, -i, m.: compass

postmodum: afterwards, presently, shortly, later

divido, -ere, divisi, divisum: part, separate,
divide

probo (1): approve, esteem, recommend
proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

duplus, -a, -um: double, twice as large, twice as
much

quot: how many, as many

ephippium, -i, n.: saddle

Sattel, der (Ger.): saddle

equuleus, -i, m.: colt

sonus, -i, m.: sound, pitch, speech

fulcimen, -minis, n.: prop, support, pillar

subicio, -icere, subieci, subiectum: throw
under, place under, subject

Germanus, -a, -um: German
metior, -iri, mensus sum: measure, mete out,
distribute

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

87

duas partes alterutra chordarum, altera in sua longitudine relicta; minor terminus

52

proportionis 1 indicat, qua parte, nempe media, supposito equuleo chorda dividenda

53

sit; quo facto chorda unius partis ad chordam duarum partium octavam sonabit. Pari

54

modo insistendum est in probandis sonis proportionis sesquialterae 3:2: dividatur

55

secundum numerum maiorem huius proportionis in tres partes una ex dictis duabus

56

alteruter, alterutra, alterutrum: one of two,
one or the other, either

octavus, -a, um: eighth
proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

chorda, -ae, f.: catgut, string (of a musical
instrument)

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

divido, -ere, divisi, divisum: part, separate,
divide

sonus, -i, m.: sound, pitch, speech

equuleus, -i, m.: colt

suppono, supponere, supposui,
suppositum: put under, substitute

insisto, -ere, institi: stand on, enter, press on,
pause

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

longitudo, -inis, f. < longus
nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

88

chordis, secunda pars, quam indicat terminus minor, producet sonos quaesitos, nempe

57

quintam; quae methodus adhibenda est in inquirendis omnium aliarum proportionum

58

sonis, cum hac observatione, ut in tot partes dividatur alterutra chordarum, quot

59

indicat numerus maior proportionis, et abbrevietur chorda altera, submittendo

60

equuleum ab ea parte, quam terminus minor eiusdem proportionis indicat.

61

abbrevio (1): shorten, abbreviate, epitomize

produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out

alteruter, alterutra, alterutrum: one of two,
one or the other, either

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

chorda, -ae, f.: catgut, string (of a musical
instrument)

quintus, -a, -um: fifth

equuleus, -i, m.: colt

quot: how many, as many

inquiro, -ere, inquisivi, inquisitum: seek
after, search for, inquire into

sonus, -i, m.: sound, pitch, speech
submitto, -ere, submisi, submissum: place
underneath, put forth

methodus, -i, f.: way of teaching, method
nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

observatio, -onis, f.: watching, observation,
attention

89

Ex iis, quae supra capitulo nono et decimo de divisione arithmetica et harmonica
dicta sunt, facile intelligi potest, quo modo octava, sive diapason dividatur, quod nempe

62
63

hac ratione: 6:4:3 sit harmonice divisa, quia exhibetur quinta in parte gravi, et quarta in 64
parte acuta; arithmetice autem divisa hoc modo: 4:3:2 dat quartam in parte gravi, et

65

quintam in parte acuta. Haec ergo duo intervalla oriuntur ex prima octavae divisione,

66

quorum utrumque seorsum examinandum est.

67

acutus, -a, -um: sharpened, pointed, cutting

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

arithmetice, -ae, f.: arithmetic, the science of
numbers

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

decimus, -a, -um: tenth
diapason (Gk.): diapason, the octave

nonus, -a, -um: ninth

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

octavus, -a, um: eighth

examino (1): weigh

quartus, -a, -um: fourth

exhibeo, -ere, -ui, -itus: hold forth, tender,
present, give up, produce

quintus, -a, -um: fifth
seorsus, -a, -um: separate

harmonicus, -a, -um: pertaining to harmony,
harmonic

90

CAPUT XVI. De Quinta, seu Diapente.
Quinta, graece diapente, sic dicta, quia naturali ordine in genere diatonico quintum

1

occupat locum; locum suum habet in genere superparticulari, nempe sesquialtera hac

2

ratione: 3:2, et est quidem perfecta consonans, minus tamen perfecta, quam octava,

3

quia huius termini, nempe, 1:2 per additionem uniti dant 3, illius vero, nempe 2:3

4

additio, -onis, f.: adding to, addition

perfectus, -a, -um: perfect *technical term, a
class of interval

consono, -are, consonui: sound together,
sound aloud, re-echo, resound

quintus, -a, -um: fifth

diapente (Gk.): diapente, the fifth

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

diatonicus, -a, -um (Gk.): diatonic *technical
term, a type of scale or interval

superparticularis: superparticular (technical
term: refers to a ratio in which the larger number
exceeds the smaller by a unit fraction of the smaller
number)

Graecus, -a, -um: Greek
naturalis, -e: natural, by birth, real

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

uniti, -ae, -a: as one

octavus, -a, um: eighth

Caput XVI. Fux defines the fifth as a musical interval, defined by the ratio 3:2.
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eodem modo uniti dant 5, qui numerus remotior est ab unitate suo principio, quam

5

numerus 3. Ad quem usque numerum ista perfectionis praerogativa se extendat, haud

6

abs re fuerit, investigare. Mea quidem sententia haud incommode pro limite statuetur

7

numerus senarius, non tam, quia pro primo numero perfecto habetur, quam quod

8

natura ipsamet ad producendas consonantias eiusmodi inclinet, quarum termini per

9

additionem uniti, numerum senarium non excedunt, ut experiri licet in unisono 1 ad 1

10

additio, -onis, f.: adding to, addition

perfectio, perfectionis, f.: the quality of being
perfect, perfection

consonantia, ae, f.: agreement, harmony,
consonance

perfectus, -a, -um: perfect (technical term, a
class of interval)

eiusmodi: of this sort, of such a kind

praerogativus, -a, -um: privileged, prerogative

excedo, -ere, excessi, excessum: go out,
depart, retire
extendo, -ere, extendi, extentum: stretch out,
extend, enlarge

produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out

inclino (1): bend, change

removeo, -ere, -movi, -motum: move back,
take away, remove

incommodus, -a, -um: inconvenient, unfit,
troublesome

senarius, -a, -um: containing six
terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

investigo (1): follow a trail, investigate

unisonus, -a, -um: having a single sound

ipsemet, ipsamet: himself, herself

uniti, -ae, -a: as one

limes, limitis, m.: limit, border, path
natura, -ae: nature, property, quality
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octava 2 ad 1, quinta 3 ad 2, duodecima 3 ad 1, decimaquinta 4 ad 1, e quibus omnibus

11

tacta alterutra chordarum, alteram etsi intactam sua sponte resonare, aut certe

12

contremiscere competum habemus, non alia certe ratione, quam, quod illarum termini

13

infra senarium se continentes non procul absint ab unitate, suo principio. Haec de

14

quinta.

15

alteruter, alterutra, alterutrum: one of two,
one or the other, either

infra: on the underside, below, underneath

chorda, -ae, f.: catgut, string (of a musical
instrument)

octavus, -a, um: eighth

intactus, -a, -um: untouched, intact
quintus, -a, -um: fifth

competum, -i, n.: crossroads
contremisco, -ere, contremui: tremble, waver,
vibrate

resono (1): resound, reecho
senarius, -a, -um: containing six

decimus quintus: fifteenth

spons, spontis, f.: free will, accord

duodecimus, -a, um: twelfth

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

etsi: though, although, even if, yet
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CAPUT XVII. De Quarta, seu Diatesseron.
Secundum intervallum ex divisione octavae oriens est quarta, Graece diatesseron,

1

existentiam suam habens in genere superparticulari, his terminis 4:3, quae est

2

sesquitertia proportio. Celebris, et plena difficultatis est quaestio, an quarta sit

3

consonans? Affirmant omnes Pythagorici, aliique authores, et doctrinae, et auctoritas

4

gloria clarissimi; verum antequam hac de re mentem aperiam meam, edicant velim,

5

qualem intelligant quartam, an ex divisione octavae harmonica, vel arithmetica ortam?

6

Si ex divisione harmonice E. G.

7
8

affirmo (1): affirm, assert, maintain, strengthen,
corroborate

harmonicus, -a, -um: pertaining to harmony,
harmonic

arithmetice, -ae, f.: arithmetic, the science of
numbers

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

auctoritas, -tatis, f. < auctor

octavus, -a, um: eighth

author, -oris, m. = auctor

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

celeber, celebris, celebre: numerous, frequent,
crowded
consono, -are, consonui: sound together,
sound aloud, re-echo, resound

pythagoricus, -a, -um: Pythagorean, of
Pythagoras
quaestio, -onis, f.: examination, inquiry

diatesseron (Gk.): diatesseron, the fourth

quartus, -a, -um: fourth

difficultas, -tatis, f. < difficilis

sesquitertius, -a, -um: containing one and a
third

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

existentia, -ae, f.: emergence, appearance

superparticularis: superparticular (technical
term: refers to a ratio in which the larger number
exceeds the smaller by a unit fraction of the smaller
number)

Graecus, -a, -um: Greek

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

doctrina, -ae, f.: teaching
edico (1): declare, publish, announce

Caput XVII: Fux divides an octave (2:1) by the fifth (3:2) to produce a fourth (4:3), by the ratio 4:3:2.
This is the first chapter where he uses musical notation.
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Quis huic Paradigmati quartam nequaquam, verum quintam, et octavam inesse non

9

videt? Intervalla enim basi, et fundamento, non item partibus mediis ad partes

10

metienda sunt. Alias enim sequenti exemplo pari ratione sextam maiorem inesse

11

dixerint,

12

B
A

ubi notula A.

13

cum notula B.

14

basis, -is, f.: base, basis, foundation, lowest point

nequaquam: by no means, not at all

fundamentum, -i, n.: foundation, beginning,
basis

notula, -ae, f.: a little mark
octavus, -a, um: eighth

insum, inesse, infui, infuturus: be in, belong
to

paradigma, -matis, n.: example, paradigm

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

quartus, -a, -um: fourth
quintus, -a, -um: fifth
sextus, -a, -um: sixth

metior, -iri, mensus sum: measure, mete out,
distribute
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sextam maiorem efficere videtur. Quis autem mortalium, etiam vel in arte hospes huic

15

sistemati sextam inesse affirmet ob rationem iam adductam? Si autem intelligant

16

quartam e divisione arithmetica productam hac ratione:

17
18

nescio, quo pacto eam inter consonantias referre possint; nisi quis credere velit, ab

19

antiquitate non solum speculatione, (eo quod ab immediata octavae divisione hoc

20

intervallum proveniat) sed etiam usu pro consonantia habitam fuisse. Id quidem, si cui

21

pertendere libeat, nihil morabor. Verum usus a tot saeculis receptus, certe adversari

22

videtur, ad quem nos conformemus oportet; cum eius usum ab usu reliquarum

23

adversor (1): stand opposite, resist, oppose

octavus, -a, um: eighth

affirmo (1): affirm, assert, maintain, strengthen,
corroborate

pango, -ere, pepigi, pactum: set, compose,
determine

antiquitas, -tatis, f. < antiquus

pertendo, -ere, pertendi, pertensum:
persevere, persist

arithmetice, -ae, f.: arithmetic, the science of
numbers
conformo (1): form, fashion, outline

produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out

consonantia, ae, f.: agreement, harmony,
consonance

provenio, -ire, proven, proventum: come
forth, appear

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

quartus, -a, -um: fourth

immediatus, -a, -um: immediate

sextus, -a, -um: sixth

insum, inesse, infui, infuturus: be in, belong
to

sistema, sistematis, n.: organized whole,
system, harmony

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance
mortalis, -e: mortal
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speculatio, -onis, f.: watching, inspection,
consideration

dissonantiarum hodie minime discrepare compertum sit, neque eius usurpandae, nisi

24

per syncopen, vel ligaturam ratio suppetat. Certum est equidem quartam reliquis

25

dissonantiis minus dissonare, auribus item tolerabilem magis esse, eius tamen

26

perceptione auditum non omnino acquiescere, E. G.

27
28

sed adhuc quintam inferius desidere palam est, E. G.

29
30

Ex hucusque dictis perspicuum sit, ex divisione octavae produci quartam, et
quintam. Nunc videndum est, qualia intervalla ex divisione ipsius quintae oriantur.

acquiesco, -ere, acquievi, acquietum: repose,
rest

octavus, -a, um: eighth

comperio, comperire, comperi,
compertum: learn, discover, verify

palam: openly, plainly

desideo, desidere, desedi: remain sitting, sit
idle

perspicuus, -a, -um: evident, clear, manifest

omnino: altogether, in all, universally
perceptio, -onis, f.: taking, receiving, perception
produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out

discrepo (1): disagree, differ, vary
dissonantia, -ae, f.: dissonance, discrepancy

quartus, -a, -um: fourth

dissono, -are, dissonui: disagree in sound, be
dissonant

quintus, -a, -um: fifth
suppeto, -ere, suppetivi, suppetitum: be
available, present

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution
equidem: truly, indeed, certainly

syncope, -es, f. (Gk.): contraction

hucusque: hitherto, thus far, to such an extent

tolerabilis, -e: bearable, endurable, passable

inferior, inferius < inferus
intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance
ligatura, -ae, f.: binding
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usurpo (1): seize for use, make use of, apply,
exercise

31
32

CAPUT XVIII. De Divisione Quintae, sive Diapentes.
Ex divisione quintae, seu diapentes, gignuntur duo intervalla sesquiquarta: 5:4 vel
ditonus, et sesquiquinta: 6:5 vel semiditonus. Per divisionem harmonicam ditonus

1
2

collocatur in parte gravi, et semiditonus in parte acuta: vice versa accidit per divisionem 3
arithmeticam.

4

Hinc patet, quintam constare tertia maiore, et minore, quae existentiam suam
habent, ut patet, in genere superparticulari, suntque consonantiae, sed imperfectae, vel

acutus, -a, -um: sharpened, pointed, cutting

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

additio, -onis, f.: adding to, addition
arithmetice, -ae, f.: arithmetic, the science of
numbers

natura, -ae: nature, property, quality

colloco (1): put together, arrange

produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out

postulo (1): ask, demand

concurro, concurrere, concurri,
concursum: flock, agree, coincide

quartus, -a, -um: fourth

consonantia, ae, f.: agreement, harmony,
consonance

quintus, -a, -um: fifth

diapente (Gk.): diapente, the fifth

senarius, -a, -um: containing six

semiditonus: semiditone, minor third

ditonus, -i, m.: ditone, major third
divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

sesquiquartus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fourth

excedo, -ere, excessi, excessum: go out,
depart, retire

sesquiquintus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fifth

existentia, -ae, f.: emergence, appearance

superparticularis: superparticular (technical
term: refers to a ratio in which the larger number
exceeds the smaller by a unit fraction of the smaller
number)

gigno, -ere, genui, genitum: beget, produce
harmonicus, -a, -um: pertaining to harmony,
harmonic

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

hinc: from this place, hence
imperfectus, -a, -um: imperfect (technical term,
a class of interval)

uniti, -ae, -a: as one
vice versa (idiom): conversely, vice versa

Caput XVIII. Harmonic division of the fifth (3:2) produces the major third (5:4) and minor third (6:5),
by the ratio 6:5:4.
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5
6

quia earum termini uniti per additionem numerum senarium excedunt, vel quia natura

7

ad earum productionem minime concurrit.

8

Ordo modo postularet, ut de quarta, sive diatesseron dividenda commemoraremus;

9

cum autem intervallum hoc dividi nequeat, quod eius divisor, sive medius terminus,

10

septenarius numerus esse deberet: 8:7:6, cui utpote numero mystico in dividendis

11

rationibus usus esse nequit (ut periculum supturo manifestum fiet) ideo ad divisionem

12

tertiae maioris, sive ditoni nobis progrediendum est.

13

commemoro (I): recall an object to memory in
all its particulars

manifestus, -a, -um: clear, plain, apparent

diatesseron (Gk.): diatesseron, the fourth

nequeo -ire, -ivi, -itum: be unable

ditonus, -i, m.: ditone, major third

periculum, -i, n.: danger

mysticus, -a, -um: mystical

divido, -ere, divisi, divisum: part, separate,
divide

progredior, progredi, progressus sum:
proceed

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

septenarius, -a, -um: containing seven

divisor, -oris, m.: divider, distributer

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance
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utpote: as is natural, as, seeing that

CAPUT XIX. De Divisione Tertiae Maioris, seu Ditoni.
Ex divisione tertiae maioris 5:4 producuntur duo intervalla: sesquioctava, sive tonus
maior: 9:8, et sesquinona, sive tonus minor 10:9, quae intervalla dissonantia sunt, eo

1
2

quod auribus ingratum exhibeant sonum, fortassis, quod eorum termini uniti numerum 3
senarium duplicatum excedant, et proinde talium sonorum ictus difficillime uniantur.
Atque haec sunt intervalla, quae per divisionem generantur. Caetera, ut sexta maior,

4
5

sive hexachordon maius, sexta minor, seu hexachordon minus, et omnia intervalla

6

composita per additionem, semitonium maius, et minus, et comma per subtractionem

7

reperiuntur, ut infra videbimus. Nunc sit

8

additio, -onis, f.: adding to, addition

proinde: hence, therefore, accordingly

comma, -atos, n. (Gk.): small piece, comma
(technical term, a very small musical interval)

reperio, -ire, repperi, repertum: find again,
discover, find out, learn

dissonantia, -ae, f.: dissonance, discrepancy

semitonium, -i, n.: half-tone, semitone
(technical term, a type of interval)

ditonus, -i, m.: ditone, major third
divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

senarius, -a, -um: containing six

duplico (I): double, multiply by two, repeat

sesquinonus, -a, -um: containing one and a
ninth

excedo, -ere, excessi, excessum: go out,
depart, retire

sesquioctavus, -a, -um: containing one and an
eigth

exhibeo, -ere, -ui, -itus: hold forth, tender,
present, give up, produce

sextus, -a, -um: sixth

fortassis = fortasse
genero (1): beget, engender (pass., descend from)
hexachordon (Gk.): sixth

sonorus, -a, -um: noisy, loud, resounding,
sonorous
sonus, -i, m.: sound, pitch, speech
subtractio, -onis, f.: drawing back, subtraction

ictus, -us: stroke, blow, stab, beat

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

infra: on the underside, below, underneath
ingratus, -a, -um: unpleasant, disagreeable

tonus, -i, m.: tone (technical term: a type of
interval)

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

unio (1): unite, combine to one

produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out

uniti, -ae, -a: as one

Caput XIX. Harmonic division of the major third (5:4) produces major and minor seconds (10:9:8).
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CAPUT XX. De Formatione Sextae Maioris et Minoris.
Sexta maior sic dicta, quia in genere diatonico sextum occupat locum; componitur ex
coniunctione tertiae maioris, et quartae minoris, hoc modo: 54 × 43 = 20
= 53.
12

1
2

Ex quo apparet, quod suam existentiam habeat in genere superpartiente, nempe:

3

superbipartiente tertias, estque prima species huius generis, et formari etiam potest eo,

4

quo modo supra dictum est Capite 7, sumendo nempe tertium numerum ex tabula

5

Pythagorica pro minore, et relicto quaternario, quinarium pro maiore termino. E. G. 53,

6

quae proportio exhibet sextam maiorem. Potest etiam confici addendo proportionem

7

sesquinonam sesquialterae, hac ratione: 32 × 10
= 30
÷ 66 = 53.
9
18

8

appareo, apparere, apparui, apparitum:
appear, be visible, be clear

quartus, -a, -um: fourth
quaternarius, -a, -um: containing four,
quaternary

conficio, conficere, confeci, confectum:
make a thing completely ready, prepare, bring
about, complete

quinarius, -a, -um: containing five
sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

conjunctio, -onis, f.: joining

sesquinonus, -a, -um: containing one and a
ninth

diatonicus, -a, -um (Gk.): diatonic *technical
term, a type of scale or interval

sextus, -a, -um: sixth

exhibeo, -ere, -ui, -itus: hold forth, tender,
present, give up, produce

superbipartiens, -entis: superbipartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

existentia, -ae, f.: emergence, appearance

superpartiens: superpartient (technical term:
refers to a ratio in which the larger number exceeds
the smaller by more than one unit.)

formatio, -onis, f: forming
formo (I): shape, fashion, form, build
nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

tabula, -ae, f.: small board, writing tablet
terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)
pythagoricus, -a, -um: Pythagorean, of
Pythagoras

Caput XX. Fux introduces the major sixth, expressed by the ratio 5:3, the minor sixth, 8:5, and the
intervals between the fourth and fifth.
5 sumendo. Ablative gerund, means.
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Tametsi intervallum hoc suum locum habeat in genere superpartiente, cuius

9

proportiones omnes apud Pythagoricos intervalla dissonantia producebant, sextae

10

tamen tractu temporis inter consonantias imperfectas numeratae hodiedum ut tales in

11

compositione adhibentur. Haec de sexta maiore.

12

Sexta minor, ut supra dictum est, construitur ex terminis constitutivis sextae maioris 53,

13

addendo ternarium quinario, unde generatur 8 pro maiori termino; accipiatur terminus 14
maior sextae maioris pro minore, et habebitur haec proportio 85, quae forma est ipsius

15

sextae minoris. Per additionem autem fit hoc modo: addatur ratio sesquitertiae, sive

16

quartae rationi sesquiquintae, seu tertiae minori, hac ratione: 43 × 65 = 24
÷ 33 = 85,
15

17

additio, -onis, f.: adding to, addition

quinarius, -a, -um: containing five

compositio, compositionis, f.: putting
together, arrangement, system

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

consonantia, ae, f.: agreement, harmony,
consonance

pythagoricus, -a, -um: Pythagorean, of
Pythagoras

constitutivus, -a, -um: having the power to set
up or establish, constitutive

quartus, -a, -um: fourth
sesquiquintus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fifth

construo, -ere, -uxi, -uctum: bring together,
heap together, construct

sesquitertius, -a, -um: containing one and a
third

dissonantia, -ae, f.: dissonance, discrepancy
genero (1): beget, engender (in pass., descend
from)

sextus, -a, -um: sixth

hodiedum: even today
imperfectus, -a, -um: imperfect *technical term,
a class of interval

superpartiens: superpartient (technical term:
refers to a ratio in which the larger number exceeds
the smaller by more than one unit.)
tametsi: notwithstanding that, although

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit

numero (1): count, enumerate, number

tractus, -us, m. < traho

ternarius, -a, -um: containing three, ternary

produco, -ere, duxi, ductus: lead forth, lead
forward, bring out
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quae ratio est sextae minoris. Hic quaeri potest, cum tertiae, et sextae, maiores, et

18

minores consonantiae imperfectae sint, quaenam ex illis imperfectiores existimandae

19

sint? Mihi quidem, si earum terminos constitutivos spectemus, certum est, tertiam

20

minorem imperfectiorem esse sua maiore, quia illius termini 6 + 5 per additionem

21

uniti, 11 exhibent; huius vero, nempe tertiae 5 + 4, pari modo uniti 9 efficiunt. De

22

additio, -onis, f.: adding to, addition

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

consonantia, ae, f.: agreement, harmony,
consonance

quisnam, quaenam, quidnam: who, which,
what (interrog.)

constitutivus, -a, -um: having the power to set
up or establish, constitutive

sextus, -a, -um: sixth

exhibeo, -ere, -ui, -itus: hold forth, tender,
present, give up, produce

terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit
uniti, -ae, -a: as one

imperfectus, -a, -um: imperfect (technical term,
a class of interval)
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sextis idem sit iudicium. Verum cum hac in re non tam ratio terminorum haberi debeat,

23

quam generum, et tertiae existentiam suam habeant in genere superparticulari, quod

24

praestantius est superpartiente, cui sextae subiectae sunt, ideo haec promiscue tertiis

25

imperfectiores tenendae sunt. Confirmatur haec opinio, quod aures harmonia a tertiis

26

edita affatim contentae, nihil amplius desiderare videantur, ut: non idem

27

in sextis, quarum harmoniam, utpote non finitam certissimum illud aurium iudicium

28

affatim: enough

opinio, -onis, f.: opinion, belief

confirm (1): make firm, establish, strengthen

promiscue: mixed, shared, in common

contendo, -ere, contendi, contentum: stretch,
strain, tune, satisfy

sextus, -a, -um: sixth

desidero (1): want, desire, lack
edo, edere, edidi, editum: give out, put forth,
produce, publish, tell

subicio, -icere, subieci, subiectum: throw
under, place under, subject
superparticularis: superparticular (technical
term: refers to a ratio in which the larger number
exceeds the smaller by a unit fraction of the smaller
number)

existentia, -ae, f.: emergence, appearance
finio, -ire, -ivi, -itum: limit, enclose, restrain,
finish
harmonia, -ae, f.: agreement of sound, concord,
consonance, harmony
harmonia, -ae, f.: agreement of sound, concord,
consonance, harmony

superpartiens: superpartient (technical term:
refers to a ratio in which the larger number exceeds
the smaller by more than one unit.)
terminus, -i, m.: boundary, boundary-line, limit
utpote: as is natural, as, seeing that

imperfectus, -a, -um: imperfect (technical term,
a class of interval)
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non adeo probare

29

sed adhuc octavam infra requirere experimur hac ratione:

30

Restat adhuc hoc capite inquirendum de septima, sive heptachordo maiore, et

31

minore, quae pari ratione per additionem reperiuntur, sequenti methodo: addatur

32

rationi sesquialterae, seu quintae ratio sesquiquarta, sive tertia maior, hoc modo:

33

3
2

× 54 = 15
et habetur ratio superseptempartiens octavas, quae forma est septimae
8

34

maioris, intervalli dissonantis: ad reperiendam autem rationem septimae minoris,

35

addatur rationi sesquialterae ratio sesquiquintae: 32 × 65 = 18
= 59.
10

36

additio, -onis, f.: adding to, addition

probo (1): approve, esteem, recommend

addo, -ere, addidi, additum: add

quintus, -a, -um: fifth

dissono, -are, dissonui: disagree in sound, be
dissonant

requiro, -ere, requisivi, requisitum: seek
again, look after, search for

heptachordon (Gk.): heptachord (technical
term: usually a type of scale, one composed of
seven tones)

resto, -stare, -steti, -statum: withstand, resist,
stand firm

infra: on the underside, below, underneath

sesquialter, -era, -erum: once and a half

septimus, -a, -um: seventh

inquiro, -ere, inquisivi, inquisitum: seek
after, search for, inquire into

sesquiquartus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fourth

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

sesquiquintus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fifth

methodus, -i, f.: way of teaching, method

superseptempartiens (gen. -ntis):
superseptempartient (technical term, a species of
superpartient number)

octavus, -a, um: eighth
octavus, -a, um: eighth
septimus, -a, -um: seventh
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et oritur ratio superquatripartiens quintas, constituens rationem septimae minoris,

37

intervalli itidem dissonantis. Ultimum hoc loco restat, ut de ratione tritoni, et quintae

38

falsae inquiramus, quae duo intervalla dissona sunt. Ratio tritoni reperitur addendo

39

duos tonos sesquioctavos cum tono sesquinono, hac ratione:

40

9
8

41

× 89 × 10
= 180
÷ 99 = 90
÷ 22 = 45
, quae ratio est superpartiens trigesimas duas, forma
9
576
64
32

tritoni.

42

dissono, -are, dissonui: disagree in sound, be
dissonant

sesquinonus, -a, -um: containing one and a
ninth

inquiro, -ere, inquisivi, inquisitum: seek
after, search for, inquire into

sesquioctavus, -a, -um: containing one and an
eighth

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

superquatripartiens, -entis:
superquatripartient (technical term, a species of
superpartient number)

itidem: likewise, similarly
quintus, -a, -um: fifth
resto, -stare, -steti, -statum: withstand, resist,
stand firm
septimus, -a, -um: seventh

tonus, -i, m.: tone (technical term: a type of
interval)
tritonus, -i, m.: tritone (technical term: a type of
interval)

𝟏𝟖𝟎

810

41. 𝟓𝟕𝟔. The printed book has 9x9x10=180, which is clearly an error; this should read 576.
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Quinta falsa autem componitur per additionem semitonii maioris cum quarta.
8
3

× 16
= 64
15
45

43
44

Quae ratio est superoctodecimpartiens quadragesimas quintas.

45

Iam repertis omnibus intra octavam contentis intervallis in genere diatonico,

46

exceptis semitonio maiore et minore et commate, cum haec non tam per additionem,

47

quam subtrahendo quaerenda sint, novum caput statuendum videtur.

48

additio, -onis, f.: adding to, addition

semitonium, -i, n.: half-tone, semitone
(technical term, a type of interval)

comma, -atos, n. (Gk.): small piece, comma
(technical term, a very small musical interval)

subtraho, -ere, -traxi, -tractum: draw from
below, drag out, withdraw, remove

diatonicus, -a, -um (Gk.): diatonic (technical
term, a type of scale or interval)
intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

superoctodecimpartiens:
superoctodecimpartient (technical term, a species
of superpartient number)

quadragesimus, -a, -um: fortieth

superpartiens: superpartient (technical term:
refers to a ratio in which the larger number exceeds
the smaller by more than one unit.)

quartus, -a, -um: fourth

trigesimus, -a, -um: thirtieth

quintus, -a, -um: fifth

tritonus, -i, m.: tritone (technical term: a type of
interval)

octavus, -a, -um: eighth

reperio, -ire, repperi, repertum: find again,
discover, find out, learn

𝟖

44. 𝟑. The printed book here gives a fourth as 8:3, which is an error; it should be 4:3.
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CAPUT XXI. De Formandis Semitonio Maiore et Minore et Commate.
Semitonium maius est differentia, vel illud intervallum, quo sesquitertia superat

1

sesquiquartam, quod reperitur per subtractionem unius rationis ab altera, hoc modo:

2

4

Sesquialtera. 5

3
4

Sesquiquarta.

3

16:15 Semitonium maius, differentia.

4

Quae ratio sesquiquinta decima constituit semitonium maius.

5

Semitonium minus est ipsa differentia per subtractionem reperta inter

6

sesquiquartam, et sesquiquintam. E. G.
5

Sesquiquarta 6

4
5

7

Sesquiquinta.

8

25:24 Sesquivigesima quarta, differentia.

9

comma, -atos, n. (Gk.): small piece, comma
(technical term, a very small musical interval)

sesqui: (prefix) one half, by a half

decimus, -a, -um: tenth

sesquiquartus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fourth

differentia, -ae, f.: difference, distinction;
distinguishing characteristic

sesquiquintus, -a, -um: containing one and a
fifth

formo (I): shape, fashion, form, build

sesquitertius, -a, -um: containing one and a
third

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

subtractio, -onis, f.: drawing back, subtraction

quartus, -a, -um: fourth
semitonium, -i, n.: half-tone, semitone
(technical term, a type of interval)

Caput XXI. Fux introduces the rest of the simple intervals.
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Comma est illa differentia, qua tonus maior superat tonum minorem, ut patet per
subtractionem sesquinonae a sesquioctava:
Tonus maior

9

10

8

9

10
11

Tonus minor

12

81. 80. Comma.

13

Haec ergo sunt omnia intervalla simplicia, quae nascuntur vel immediate, vel

14

mediate ex octavae divisione a Ptolomaeo facta (quae sine controversia omnium optima

15

est,) et quae eo, quo producuntur ordine, cum suis terminis constitutivis, et nominibus

16

in tabula sequenti posita videas:

17

comma, -atos, n. (Gk.): small piece, comma
(technical term, a very small musical interval)
differentia, -ae, f.: difference, distinction;
distinguishing characteristic
sesquinonus, -a, -um: containing one and a
ninth
constitutivus, -a, -um: having the power to set
up or establish, constitutive
controversia, -ae, f.: controversy, question,
debate

immediatus, -a, -um: immediate
intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance
mediatus, -a, -um: halved
sesquioctavus, -a, -um: containing one and an
eighth
subtractio, -onis, f.: drawing back, subtraction
tonus, -i, m.: tone (technical term: a type of
interval)

divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution
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Table 1. Intervalla simplicia
Octava

2:1

Diapason, seu dupla.

Quinta

3:2

Diapente, seu sesquialtera.

Quarta

4:3

Diatesseron, vel sesquitertia.

Tertia maior

5:4

Ditonus, vel sesquiquarta.

Tertia minor

6:5

Semiditonus, vel sesquiquinta.

Tonus maior

9:8

Sesquioctava.

Tonus minor

10:9

Sesquinona.

Sexta maior

5:3

Hexachordon maius, vel superbipartiens tertiam.

Sexta minor

8:5

Hexachordon minus, vel superbipartiens 5.

Semitonium maior

16:15

Sesquidecima quinta.

Semitonium minor

25:24

Sesquivigesima quarta.

Comma

81:80

Sesquioctogesima.

Tritonus

45:32

Supertredecimpartiens trigesimas duas.

Quinta falsa

64:45

Superoctodecimpartiens quadragesimas quintas.
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Quamquam nonnulla ex his intervallis quodammodo composita dici possint, quia

18

coniunctis intervallis vel necessario construi debent: ut sexta maior, ex tertia maiore, et

19

quarta; sexta minor ex tertia minore, et quarta: vel possunt saltem, ut quinta ex tertia

20

maiore, et minore, etc. proprie tamen illa tantum compositorum nomine

21

comprehenduntur, quae cum octava coniuncta eam extensione excedunt: ut nona,

22

decima, undecima, duodecima, etc., quae neque natura, neque usu, paucis exceptis, a

23

suis simplicibus discrepant. Videamus porro, qua ratione componenda sint.

24

comprehendo, -ere, -di, -sus: bind together,
unite

quadragesimus, -a, -um: fortieth

coniungo, -ere, -iunxi, -iunctum: bind
together, join

quartus, -a, -um: fourth

construo, -ere, -uxi, -uctum: bring together,
heap together, construct

quodammodo: in a certain manner

quamquam: although, albeit
quintus, -a, -um: fifth

decimus, -a, -um: tenth

saltem: save, at least, anyhow

discrepo (1): disagree, differ, vary

sextus, -a, -um: sixth

duodecimus, -a, um: twelfth

simplex (gen. simplicis): simple,
uncompounded; of one part

excedo, -ere, excessi, excessum: go out,
depart, retire
extensio, -onis, f.: extension, stretching

superoctodecimpartiens:
superoctodecimpartient (technical term, a species
of superpartient number)

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

supertredecimpartiens: supertredecimpartient
(technical term, a species of superpartient number)

necessarius, -a, -um: unavoidable,
indispensable, requisite, necessary

trigesimus, -a, -um: thirtieth

nonus, -a, -um: ninth

tritonus, -i, m.: tritone (technical term: a type of
interval)

nonnullus, -a, -um: some, several

undecimus, -a, -um: eleventh

octavus, -a, um: eighth
porro: forward, onward, farther on; hereafter;
then, next, furthermore
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CAPUT XXII. De Intervallis Compositis et Eorum Componendorum Methodo.

Dictum est alioquin, intervalla composita proprie appellari solita esse ea, quae cum

1

Octava componuntur, quod fit adiugendo quoddam intervallum Octavae per

2

additionem: volenti E. G. componere nonam minorem, addenda est ratio semitonii

3

maioris: 16:15 rationi octavae, hoc modo: 16
× 21 = 32
.
15
15

4

Ad componendam nonam maiorem addatur tonus maior octavae, hac ratione:
2
1

9

18

8

8

× =

9

= .

6

4

In reperienda decima minore pari ratione adiungenda est octavae tertia minor:
2
1

× 65 = 12
et sic de caeteris.
5
Si autem Octavae bis positae adiungatur aliquod intervallum, ut in exemplo:

2
1

5

× 21 × 89 = 36
= 18
8
4
Intervallum bis compositum ratio 18:4 nonae maioris bis compositae dicenda erit.

additio, -onis, f.: adding to, addition
adiungo, -ere, adiunxi, adiunctum: add, join,
attach
alioquin: otherwise, besides

methodus, -i, f.: way of teaching, method
nonus, -a, -um: ninth
octavus, -a, um: eighth
semitonium, -i, n.: half-tone, semitone
(technical term, a type of interval)

bis: twice, two times, in two ways
decimus, -a, -um: tenth
intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

tonus, -i, m.: tone (technical term: a type of
interval)

Caput XXII. Fux forms composite intervals by adding an octave to the simple intervals already
introduced. As in Chapter 12, intervals are added by multiplying ratios.
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Pari modo, si adiungatur octavae ter positae quodvis intervallum, illud ter compositum

12

dicetur, ut si quis habere defideret decimam ter compositam, adiungat octavae ter

13

positae tertiam maiorem: 21 × 21 × 21 × 54 = 40
et habetur ratio decupla, quae forma est
4

14

decimae maioris ter compositae. En in sequenti tabula intervalla primo sive semel

15

composita, relictis caeteris (nempe ne in odiosam prolixitatem effundamur) bis, ter,

16

quater compositis. Etenim in memoriam revocatis supra dictis, facilis erit eorum

17

inveniendorum ratio.

18

adiungo, -ere, adiunxi, adiunctum: add, join,
attach

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

bis: twice, two times, in two ways

octavus, -a, um: eighth

decimus, -a, -um: tenth

odiosus, -a, -um: hateful

decuplus, -a, -um: tenfold

prolixitatas, -tatis, f.: wordiness

defido, defidere, defisus sum: trust in

quater: four times

en: see there (interjection, calling attention)

quivis, quaevis, quidvis: whosoever,
whatsoever

etenim: for, and indeed, since
intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance
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tabula, -ae, f.: small board, writing tablet
ter: three times, thrice

Table 2. Intervalla primo composita
Nona minor

32:15

Diapason et semitonium maior

Nona maior

9:4

Diapason et tonus maior

Decima minor

12:5

Diapason et semiditonus

Decima maior composita

5:2

Diapason et ditonus

Tritonus compositus

45:16

Diapason et tritonus

Undecima composita

8:3

Diapason et ditesseron

Quinta falsa composita

128:45

Diapason et semitonium maior

Duodecima

3:1

Diapason et diapente

Sexta minor composita

16:5

Diapason et hexachordon minor

Sexta maior composita

10:3

Diapason et hexachordon maior

Septima minor composita

9:5

Diapason et heptachordon minor

Septima maior composita

15:4

Diapason et heptachordon maior

Octava composita

4:1

Bisdiapason
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Haec pro meo instituto, dilecte Philomuse, sufficere arbitror, quibus tanquam face

19

praelata vastissimae huius Scientiae tenebras perscrutari, eorumque adiumento,

20

sciendi aviditatem tuam explere possis. Haud me fugit, pro rei amplitudine me rem vix

21

attigisse. Neque plus temporis huic Scriptioni dandum existimabam, ne in censuram

22

Marci Tulli Ciceronis incurrerem, qui libro 1 De Officiis monet, ne nimis magnum

23

adiumentum, -i, n.: means of aid; help, support
amplitudo, amplitudinis, f. < amplus

instituo, -ere, -ui, -utum: put in place, plant,
set

attingo, attingere, attigi, attactum: come in
contact with, assault, reach, arrive at

perscrutor, perscrutari, perscrutatus sum:
search, examine, investigate

aviditatas, -tatis, f.: eagerness for, longing

philomusus, -i, m.: (Gk.) lover of art

Marcus Tullius Cicero: 1st century B.C. Roman
orator and philosopher

praefero, -ferre, -tuli, -latum: bear, hold, carry

expleo, explore, explevi, expletum: fill up,
complete

sufficio, -ere, suffeci, suffectus: put under, lay
a foundation

incurro, incurrere, incurri, incursum: run
into, attack, invade

vastus, -a, -um: empty, deserted, vast

scriptio, scriptionis, f.: writing, composition
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studium, multamque operam in res obscuras conferamus, easdemque non

24

necessarias. Introducto enim novo hodiernae musicae systemate mutatum esse illud

25

antiquum, corruisseque cum suis tetrachordis tria illa genera Graeca, diatonicum,

26

cromaticum, et enarmonicum, qui est, qui ignoret? quo factum est, ut pleraque

27

musicae intervalla proportionibus suis rationalibus consistentia, aurium iudicio potius,

28

quam ratione nitantur. Quid? obiiciet fortassis nonnemo: itaque musica saltem

29

corruo, -ere, corrui, corrutum: fall down,
totter, collapse

nitor, niti, nixus: bear upon, press upon, lean,
rely, depend upon

cromaticus, -a, -um: chromatic (technical term,
a type of scale or system)

nonnemo, -minis, m.: someone, some, many a
one

diatonicus, -a, -um (Gk.): diatonic (technical
term, a type of scale or interval)

obicio, -ere, obieci, obiectum: throw before,
throw to; offer, present

enarmonicus, -a, -um: enharmonic, having to
do with a tetrachord

obscurus, -a, -um: dark, shady, obscure
proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

fortassis = fortasse
Graecus, -a, -um: Greek
hodiernus, -a, -um: of this day

rationalis, -e: having reason, having a ratio
(technical term, a class of number)

ignoro (1): not know, be ignorant of, ignore

saltem: save, at least, anyhow

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

scilicet: of course, namely, that is to say

introduco, -ere, -duxi, -ductum: lead in,
indroduce, bring forward, maintain

systema, systematos, n.: organized whole,
system, harmony
tetrachordon, -i, n.: tetrachord (technical term,
a scale composed of four pitches)

musica, -ae, f.: art of music, music
necessarius, -a, -um: unavoidable,
indispensable, requisite, necessary
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hodierna scilicet certis, neque unquam fallentibus principiis destituta, ac fallaci aurium

30

iudicio duntaxat nixa, scientiae nomine indigna erit. Ad quod respondeo, id dignitati

31

musicae nostrae, infallibilitatique neutiquam obesse. Etenim si utrisque tonis maiori, et

32

minori, semitoniis maiori, minorique, et aliquibus adhuc minoribus intervallis cuilibet

33

singillatim sua peculiaris etiam statuatur clavis, id quod multi musices periti, et veteres, 34

clavis, -is, f.: key

musica, -ae, f.: art of music, music

quislibet, quaelibet, quidlibet: anybody,
somebody

musice, musices or –ae: art of music, music

destituo, destituere, destitui, destitutum: set
in place, abandon

nitor, niti, nixus: bear upon, press upon, lean,
rely, depend upon

duntaxat: to this extent, so far, in so far as this
matter is concerned

neutiquam: by no means, not exactly

obsum, obesse, offui: be against, hinder, hurt
peculiaris, -e: peculiar, one’s own

etenim: for, and indeed, since
fallax (gen. fallacis): deceitful, false
indignus, -a, -um: unworthy, undeserving, unfit
infallibilitas, -tatis, f.: the quality of being
infallible, infallibility
intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance
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semitonium, -i, n.: half-tone, semitone
(technical term, a type of interval)
singillatim: one by one, singly, severally,
individually
tonus, -i, m.: tone (technical term: a type of
interval)

et recentiores suis claviaturis rebus ipsis monstravere, utique omnia hodie usitata

35

intervalla, maxime secundum Ptolomaei divisionem, suis proportionibus rationalibus

36

prope consistentia haberi possent. Cum autem claviaturae usum difficultate plenum

37

perspexissent, et nihilominus penuriae intervallorum consulturi ad amplificationem

38

eorum, et acquisitionem consonantiarum imperfectarum animum adiecissent, tonum,

39

et semitonium in duas partes aequales dividere tentaverunt. Postquam autem

40

acquisitio, -onis, f.: acquisition

penuria, -ae, f.: want, need, scarcity

adicio, -ere, adieci, adiectum: throw at, fling,
set near

perspicio, perspicere, perspexi,
perspectum: see clearly, discern

aequalis, -e: equal, like, even, on a par

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

amplificatio, -onis, f.: widening, amplification

Ptolomaeus, Ptolomaei, m.: Ptolomy, Greek
writer and mathemetician

claviatura, -ae, f.: keyboard
consonantia, ae, f.: agreement, harmony,
consonance

rationalis, -e: having reason, having a ratio
*technical term, a class of number

difficultas, -tatis, f. < difficilis
divisio, divisionis, f.: division, distribution

semitonium, -i, n.: half-tone, semitone
(technical term, a type of interval)

imperfectus, -a, -um: imperfect *technical term,
a class of interval

tento (1) = tempto

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

tonus, -i, m.: tone (technical term: a type of
interval)

monstro (1): point out, exhibit, teach, show

usitor, -ari, -atus sum: use often, be in the habit
of using

nihilominus: nevertheless, nonetheless,
notwithstanding

utique: at any case, certainly, surely, undoubtedly
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numeris id effici non posse, compererunt, aurium iudicium in subsidium vocavere,

41

auferendo ab uno intervallo quandam quasi insensibilem quantitatem, eamque alteri

42

adiiciendo, per quam industriam, sublata claviaturae difficultate effecere, ut musica

43

nostra ex intervallorum egestate, tanquam carcere eluctata, in vastissimum

44

modulationis campum hodie laetissime excurrere valeat; modo compositores,

45

adicio, -ere, adieci, adiectum: throw at, fling,
set near

insensibilis, -e: imperceptible, undetectable

carcer, -is, m.: prison, beginning

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

claviatura, -ae, f.: keyboard

modulatio, modulationis, f.: modulation

comperio, comperire, comperi,
compertum: learn, discover, verify

musica, -ae, f.: art of music, music

difficultas, -tatis, f. < difficilis
egestas, -tatis, f.: want, need, poverty

suffero, suffere, sustuli, sublatus: bear, hold
up, offer, proffer

elector, -ari, -atus sum: struggle out of,
surmount

subsidium, subsidii, n.: help, support,
reinforcement

excurro, -ere, excucurri, excursum: run out,
project, extend

vastus, -a, -um: empty, deserted, vast

quantitas, -atis, f.: greatness, extent, quantity

industria, -ae, f.: diligence, purpose
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et organoedi inter rationis limites se contineant, ne inscitia, vel transponendi aviditate

46

transversum acti in organo maxime per intervalla cromatica licentius evagari audeant.

47

Quo facto evitari vix potest, quin loco grati, amoenique concentus asperrimus ululatus,

48

offensionisque plenus auribus obtrudatur.

49

Quantum inde rei musicae beneficii, splendorisque accesrerit, quantisque propterea

50

primum autorem (quae gloria Aristoxeno antiquo Philosopho, optimo iure attribuitur)

51

amoenus, -a, -um: lovely, pleasant

maximus, -a, -um < magnus

4th

Aristoxenus, -i, m.: Aristoxenus,
c. Greek
philosopher and author of Elements of Harmony

musica, -ae, f.: art of music, music
obtrudo, -ere, obtrusi, obtrusum: thrust or
shove into or against

asper, -a, -um: rough, uneven, rude
aviditas, -tatis, f.: eagerness, longing
compositor, -toris, m.: arranger, orderer

offensio, offensionis, f.: striking against,
stumbling-block, disfavor

concentus, -us, m.: sounds blending
harmoniously together, harmony, concord

organum, organi, n.: musical instrument,
church organ

cromaticus, -a, -um: chromatic (technical term,
a type of scale or system)

organoedus, -i, m.: organist

evagor, -ari, -atus sum: wander off

splendor, -doris, m.: brilliance, brightness,
sheen

evito (I): shun, avoid
inscitia, -ae, f.: ignorance, awkwardness
intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance
licens (gen. -ntis): bold
limes, limitis, m.: limit, border, path

propterea: therefore, on that account

transpono, -ere, -posui, -positum: set over,
transfer
transverto, -ere, -verti, -versum: turn over or
away
ululo (1): howl, wail
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laudibus efferamus, neminem musica vel leviter tinctum latere existimo.
Quamvis ea, quae subiiciam, de hodierno nempe musicae systemate, potius ad

52
53

librum secundum, partem nempe practicam spectare videantur, ut tamen libri

54

sequentis exordium mox a praescribendis lectionibus ducatur, ea huius libri extremo

55

fini inserere consultius duxi. Sit ergo

56

attribuo, attribuere, attribui, attributum:
associate, add to

philosophus, -i, m.: philosopher

effero, efferre, extuli, elatum: bring out,
produce, set forth

praescribo, praescribere, praescripsi,
praescriptum: write in front, order, appoint

practicus, -a, -um: active

exordium, -i, n.: beginning, the warp of a web
extremus, -a, -um: outermost, extreme, farthest,
last
insero, -ere: implant, insert, include

quivis, quaevis, quidvis: whosoever,
whatsoever
subicio, -icere, subieci, subiectum: throw
under, place under, subject
systema, systematos, n.: organized whole,
system, harmony

lectio, -onis, f.: picking, reading
musica, -ae, f.: art of music, music

tinctus, -a, -um: colored

nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)
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CAPUT POSTREMUM. De Hodierno Musicae Systemate.
Sublata tonorum et semitoniorum disparitate tria genera Graeca abolita fuisse, supra

1

commonuni, idque hic in memoriam revocasse iuverit: quam ob rem aliud systema

2

necessitas introduxit, illaque tria genera ad duo restrinxit, diatonicum nempe et

3

cromaticum, quod in Graecorum locum sucessit, atque in praesenti ostensurus sum

4

sequenti extensione expressa:

5

Genus Diatonicum modernum.

6
7

aboleo, -ere, -evi, -itum: check the growth of,
destroy, efface

musica, -ae, f.: art of music, music
nempe: certainly, assuredly, of course (Fux uses
for videlicet)

commonuni,
cromaticus, -a, -um: chromatic (technical term,
a type of scale or system)
diatonicus, -a, -um (Gk.): diatonic (technical
term, a type of scale or interval)
disparitas, -tatis, f.: difference, disparity,
discrepancy
exprimo, -ere, -pressi, -pressum: represent,
portray, describe
extensio, -onis, f.: extension, stretching
Graecus, -a, -um: Greek
hodiernus, -a, -um: of this day
introduco, -ere, -duxi, -ductum: lead in,
indroduce, bring forward, maintain

postremus, -a, -um: last
restringo, -ere, restrinxi, restrictus: bind
back, bind fast, tighten
semitonium, -i, n.: half-tone, semitone
(technical term, a type of interval)
succedo, -ere, successi, successum: climb,
advance, follow
suffero, suffere, sustuli, sublatus: bear, hold
up, offer, proffer
systema, systematis, n.: organized whole,
system, harmony
tonus, -i, m.: tone (technical term: a type of
interval)

modernus, -a, -um: modern, of the present

Caput Postremum. This is the summary of everything that’s come before. Fux renames the intervals
with modern names, groups them into consonances and dissonances, defines three types of musical
motion, and establishes the four cardinal rules of species counterpoint.
1 tria genera Graeca. The tetrachord system, discussed XXII.26. But really, Fux probably means the
medieval hexachord system, which uses three different scales (naturale, durum, and molle) to describe all
the notes of the modern diatonic scale (and B-flat).
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Genus Cromaticum modernum.

8
9
10
11

Cum autem hominum insatiabili cupiditati, in varietatem, novitatemque nunquam

12

non imminenti, nondum utroque horum generum satisfactum esset, compositores duo

13

illa promiscue in suis compositionibus adhibere consueverunt, ita ut hodie genus

14

compositio, compositionis, f.: putting
together, arrangement, system

insatiabilis, -e: unable to be satisfied

compositor, -toris, m.: arranger, orderer

nondum: not yet

modernus, -a, -um: modern, of the present

consuesco, -ere, -suevi, -suetus: accustom,
inure (usu. perf system, to be accustomed, be
wont)

novitas, novitatis, f. < novus
promiscue: mixed, shared, in common

cromaticus, -a, -um: chromatic (technical term,
a type of scale or system)

satisfacio, -facere, -feci, -factum: give
satisfaction, satisfy

cupiditas, -tatis, f.: desire

varietas, -tatis, f. < varius

imminentis, -e: projecting, menacing
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mixtum plerumque usu receptum sit, quod ego (quia tempori omnino serviendum est)

15

minime improbo; compositores tamen admonitos velim, ne hoc genere mixto in

16

compositionibus a cappella absque organo decantari solitis utantur; alias certi sint, se

17

speratum effectum nunquam habituros; nec enim huic stylo praeter genus diatonicum

18

purum, consultum esse potest. Atque hanc magni momenti admonitionem, usu

19

multiplici, experientiaque doctus magnopere omnibus commendatam esse cuperem.

20

Iam supposita tonorum et semitoniorum aequalitate ad intervalla hodie usitata

21

progrediamur, initium sumendo

22

admoneo, -ere, -ui, -itum: warn, remind
admonitio, -onis, f.: warning, reminder

multiplex (gen. -icis): with many folds, muchwinding; of many parts, manifold, many

aequalitas, -atis, f.: equality, similarity, likeness

omnino: altogether, in all, universally

cappella, -ae, f.: chapel, choir

organum, organi, n.: a church organ
progredior, progredi, progressus sum:
proceed

commendo (1): entrust, commit, recommend
compositio, compositionis, f.: putting
together, arrangement, system

purus, -a, -um: clear, clean, pure
semitonium, -i, n.: half-tone, semitone
(technical term, a type of interval)

compositor, -toris, m.: arranger, orderer
decanto (1): chant, reel off, repeat

stylus, -i, m.: writing implement, composition,
style

diatonicus, -a, -um (Gk.): diatonic (technical
term, a type of scale or interval)

suppono, -ere, supposui, suppositum: place
under, falsify, add to, substitute

experior, experiri, expertus sum: test, try,
prove
improbo (1): disapprove

tonus, -i, m.: tone (technical term: a type of
interval)

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

usitor, -ari, -atus sum: use often, be in the habit
of using

magnopere: greatly, exceedingly
momentum, -i, n.: movement, point, moment,
cause

17 a cappella. The abbreviation Fux uses here is capla. A cappella is, of course, actually an Italian
phrase, but “sung by the choir and without organ” is pretty clear in Latin, too. The equivocation of
a/ab/abs to mean both with and without here is interesting.
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De unisono.
Unisonum intervallorum nomine comprehendi non posse, ex eo patet, quod suum

23

esse in proportione aequalitatis habeat: ut 1 ad 1, inter cuius extrema nulla intercedit

24

ratione acuminis differentia. Quia tamen eius extrema perfectissime omnium

25

consonantiarum consonare perspicuum est, praestantemque in praxi usum habet,

26

tantum abest, ut e consonantiarum numero expungatur, ut potius consonantiarum

27

acumen, -inis, n.: a point to prick or sting with
aequalitas, -atis, f.: equality, similarity, likeness

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

comprehendo, -ere, -di, -sus: bind together,
unite

perfectus, -a, -um: perfect (technical term, a
class of interval)

consonantia, ae, f.: agreement, harmony,
consonance

perspicuus, -a, -um: evident, clear, manifest

consono, -are, consonui: sound together,
sound aloud, re-echo, resound

praxis, -is, f.: practice, exercise, action (opposite
of theory)

differentia, -ae, f.: difference, distinction;
distinguishing characteristic

proportio, -onis, f.: comparative relation,
proportion (Fux uses as English ratio)

expungo, -ere, -unxi, -unctum: strike out, get
out of the way, remove

unisonus, -a, -um: having a single sound

practicus, -a, -um: active

intercedo, -ere, intercessi, intercessum:
come between

24 proportione aequalitatis. Genitive of quality; read as proportione aequale. Equal ratios were
introduced III.31.
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perfectissimam statuendam, practicus nemo dubitare possit. Etymologia ipsa explicat

28

unisonum, quod sit duarum chordarum, vel vocum idem sonus, in notulis ita expressus: 29
30
31

Huius uti caeterarum consonantiarum et dissonantiarum usum libro sequenti

32

explanabimus, in praesenti earum essentiam contemplari libeat, incipiendo a secunda

33

naturali ordine ascendendo.

34

chorda, -ae, f.: catgut, string (of a musical
instrument)
consonantia, ae, f.: agreement, harmony,
consonance
contemplo (1): observe, survey, consider

explico (I): unfold, uncoil, spread out, loosen
exprimo, -ere, -pressi, -pressum: represent,
portray, describe
naturalis, -e: natural, by birth, real
notula, -ae, f.: a little mark

dissonantia, -ae, f.: dissonance, discrepancy

sonus, -i, m.: sound, pitch, speech

essentia, -ae, f.: being, essence

unisonus, -a, -um: having a single sound

etymologia, -ae, f.: etymology
explano (1): make plain, make clear, explain
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De secunda.
Secunda duplex est, maior, et minor. Minor constat semitonio; maior tono, ut
mi fa. re mi.

35
36
37
38

Tertia pari modo duplex est: maior et minor; haec constat tono, et semitonio. V. G.:
re fa: maior duobus tonis, V. G. ut mi:

39
40
41
42

duplex (gen. -icis): two-fold, double
fa: “fa,” fourth scale degree
mi: “mi,” third scale degree

semitonium, -i, n.: half-tone, semitone
*technical term, a type of interval
tonus, -i, m.: tone *technical term: a type of
interval

35 ut. This is ut the word, not ut the scale degree. Usually Fux avoids the confusion by using e.g., v.g. or
nempe.
36 mi fa. Fux doesn’t ever name sharped or flatted pitches, though he uses them in the scored examples.
Instead, he uses the hexachord system.
39 V. G. is the abbreviation for verbi gratia, usually interchangeable with E. G. Fux does use both, but he
generally has V.G. when giving an example in words (appropriately), and E. G. with numbers or music.
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Quarta triplex est: Quarta vera, minuta, et maior, sive tritonus. Quarta vera constat

43

duobus tonis, et semitonio. V. G. ut fa. Minuta constat duobus semitoniis, et tono, V. G.

44

mi fa. Tritonus constat tribus tonis, V. G. fa mi. Paradigmata rem clarius monstrabunt.

45
46

ut fa. mi fa. fa mi.

47

Quinta duplex est, vera, et falsa. Vera constat tribus tonis, et semitonio. V. G. ut sol,
re la. Quinta falsa constat duobus semitoniis, et tono. V. G. mi fa re mi fa.

48
49
50

ut sol. mi fa.

51

duplex, -icis: two-fold, double

quintus, -a, -um: fifth

fa: “fa,” fourth scale degree

semitonium, -i, n.: half-tone, semitone
(technical term, a type of interval)

la: “la,” sixth scale degree
mi: “mi,” third scale degree
minuo, -ere, minui, minutum: make small,
lessen, divide into small pieces
monstro (1): point out, exhibit, teach, show
paradigma, -matis, n.: example, paradigm

tonus, -i, m.: tone (technical term: a type of
interval)
triplex (gen. triplicis): threefold, triple
tritonus, -i, m.: tritone (technical term: a type of
interval)

quartus, -a, -um: fourth

46. Fux is combining hexachords and moveable-do to name these pitches.
49. mi fa re mi fa. Read as si fa. Mi fa is from the hexachord durum; re mi fa from the hexacord
naturale; Fux is spelling out the interval.
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Hic item adnotandum est, a recentioribus quibusdam authoritate gravibus viris

52

quintam superfluam suis in compositionibus fuisse introductam, cuius usum, dum rite

53

tractetur, haud quaquam contemnendum esse, cum ipse diutino meo usu saepe numero

54

expertus fuerim (de quo libro sequenti); ideo eam quoque adiicere, et explicare visum

55

est.

56

Quinta superflua constat tribus tonis, et duobus semitoniis, hac ratione:

adicio, -ere, adieci, adiectum: throw at, fling,
set near

recens (gen. -tis): new, recent, fresh, vigorous

adnoto (1): note down, comment on, observe
authoritas, -tatis, f. = auctoritas

semitonium, -i, n.: half-tone, semitone
(technical term, a type of interval)

compositio, compositionis, f.: putting
together, arrangement, system

superfluus, -a, -um: running over, unnecessary,
remaining

diutinus, -a, -um: long-lasting

tonus, -i, m.: tone (technical term: a type of
interval)

explico (I): unfold, uncoil, spread out, loosen

rite: correctly

tracto (1): drag, handle, practice, discuss

introduco, -ere, -duxi, -ductum: lead in,
indroduce, bring forward, maintain
quintus, -a, -um: fifth

53. quintam superfluam. An augmented fifth.
57. duobus semitoniis. A reminder that two semitones is not exactly equivalent to one tone.
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57

Sexta quoque duplex est; maior, et minor. Maior constat quatuor tonis, et semitonio.
V. G. ut la. Minor constat tribus tonis, et duobus semitoniis. V. G. re fa.

58
59
60

ut la. re fa.

61

Hic quoque de sexta superflua, quam hodierni compositores frequentissime

62

adhibent, dicendum foret: mihi autem usus eius nunquam probari potuit, ob rationem

63

libro sequenti dicendam, quam tamen, ut noscatur, nec tam eius usurpandae, quam

64

vitandae gratia appono

65

constat quinque tonis.

appono, -ere, -posui, -positus: put at, place
by, lay beside

semitonium, -i, n.: half-tone, semitone
(technical term, a type of interval)

compositor, -toris, m.: arranger, orderer

sextus, -a, -um: sixth

duplex (gen. -icis): two-fold, double

superfluus, -a, -um: running over, unnecessary,
remaining

fa: “fa,” fourth scale degree

tonus, -i, m.: tone (technical term: a type of
interval)

hodiernus, -a, -um: of this day
la: “la,” sixth scale degree
nosco, -ere, novi, notum: know, come to know

usurpo (1): seize for use, make use of, apply,
exercise

nunquam = numquam

59 ut la. Ut la would indeed normally be a major sixth. What is pictured in example 9 is la from
hexachord durum against ut from the hexachord naturale, which is a minor sixth.
59 re fa. Re fa is a minor third. The picture in Example 9 is fa re, a major sixth.
62 sexta superflua. An augmented sixth.
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Septima eodem modo duplex est, maior, et minor. Maior constat quinque tonis, et
semitonio. V. G. ut mi. Minor vero quatuor tonis, et duobus semitoniis: re fa.

66
67
68

ut mi re fa.

69

Octava constat quinque tonis, et duobus semitoniis; nec alterari potest, vel ampliari,
vel constringi. E. G.

70
71

duplex (gen. -icis): two-fold, double

octavus, -a, um: eighth

fa: “fa,” fourth scale degree

quinque: five

mi: “mi,” third scale degree

semitonium, -i, n.: half-tone, semitone
(technical term, a type of interval)

quinque: five
altero (1): change, alter

septimus, -a, -um: seventh

amplio (1): increase, amplify

series (acc. seriem, abl. serie): row,
succession

colloco (1): put together, arrange
constringo, -ere, constrinxi, -strictum: bind
together
intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

simplex (gen. simplicis): simple,
uncompounded; of one part
tonus, -i, m.: tone (technical term: a type of
interval)

67. ut mi. Read as ut ti or si. Ut is from the hexachord naturale, and mi is from hexachord durum.
67. re fa. Read as re ut. Re is from the hexachord naturale, and fa is from the hexachord durum.
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Table 3. Omnia intervalla simplicia una serie collocata.

Table 4. Eadem intervalla primo composita.
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Idem iudicium esto de bis compositis incipiendo a secunda octava.

72

Hucusque consonantia intervalla cum dissonantibus promiscue designata sunt;

73

superest, ut eadem seorsim describantur; ut quaenam sint, et qualia, melius

74

internoscantur. Quidnam rei consonantia sit et dissonantia, haud verbosius

75

exponendum est, cum ex ipsis nominibus constet, consonantiam esse quae blande sine

76

ulla discrepantia aures afficit, animumque mulcet. Contra vero dissonantiam, quae

77

durum quid, et asperum auribus obtrudens, offensionem magis quam delectationem

78

affert.

79

asper, -a, -um: rough, uneven, rude

internosco (1): distinguish, pick out, discern

bis: twice, two times, in two ways

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

blandus, -a, -um: soothing, courteous
consonantia, ae, f.: agreement, harmony,
consonance

melior, melius < bonus

delectatio, -onis, f.: pleasure

mulceo, -ere, mulsi, mulsum: touch lightly,
make pleasant, sweeten

describo, -ere, descripsi, descriptum: copy
out, write down, transcribe

obtrudo, -ere, obtrusi, obtrusum: thrust or
shove into or against

designo (1): mark, outline, indicate

octavus, -a, um: eighth

discrepo (1): disagree, differ, vary
dissonantia, -ae, f.: dissonance, discrepancy
dissono, -are, dissonui: disagree in sound, be
dissonant
expono, -ere, -posui, -positus: put out, set
forth, expose, exhibit
hucusque: hitherto, thus far, to such an extent

offensio, offensionis, f.: striking against,
stumbling-block, disfavor
promiscue: mixed, shared, in common
quisnam, quaenam, quidnam: who, which,
what (interrog.)
seorsus, -a, -um: separate
verbosus, -a, -um: wordy, full of words, verbose
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Consonantiae sunt
1, 3, 5, 6, 8 cum suis compositis.

80

Ex his quaedam perfectae sunt, quaedam imperfectae. Perfectae sunt unisonus,

81

quinta, et octava. Imperfectae sexta et tertia. Reliquae, ut secunda, quarta, quinta falsa,

82

tritonus, septima cum suis compositis, dissonantiae sunt.

83

Atque haec sunt elementa, quibus universus musicae concentus perficitur. Huius

84

finis est oblectare: oblectationem sonorum varietas parit. Varietas transgrediendo de

85

uno intervallorum ad aliud generatur. Transgressio motu perficitur; ideo quid rei motus

86

sit, vestigandum superest.

87

concentus, -us, m.: sounds blending
harmoniously together, harmony, concord

perficio, -ficere, -feci, -fectum: finish,
complete

consonantia, ae, f.: agreement, harmony,
consonance

quartus, -a, -um: fourth

dissonantia, -ae, f.: dissonance, discrepancy

septimus, -a, -um: seventh

quintus, -a, -um: fifth

elementum, -i, n.: first principle, element

sextus, -a, -um: sixth

genero (1): beget, engender (in pass., descend
from)

sonorus, -a, -um: noisy, loud, resounding,
sonorous

imperfectus, -a, -um: imperfect (technical term,
a class of interval)

transgredior, transgredi, transgressus sum:
go across

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

transgressio, -onis, f.: crossing, transgression

motus, -us, m.: movement, motion

tritonus, -i, m.: tritone (technical term: a type of
interval)

musica, -ae, f.: art of music, music

unisonus, -a, -um: having a single sound

oblectatio, -onis, f.: delight
oblecto (1): delight, pass time, delay

universus, -a, -um: all together, collective,
general

octavus, -a, um: eighth

varietas, -tatis, f. < varius

perfectus, -a, -um: perfect (technical term, a
class of interval)

vestigo (1): follow a trail, investigate

Consonantiae sunt. This is where Mann picks up his translation (Counterpoint 20-22).
85. oblectationem sonorum varietas parit. This sounds like a spin on the literary practice of
variatio sermonis, which Fux certainly practices throughout this work.
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Motus musicus est ille ambitus, quo de uno intervallo ad aliud versus partem

88

acutam, vel gravem fit progressio, quae progressio cum triplici modo fieri soleat, triplex 89
item statuendus est motus rectus, contrarius, et obliquus.
Motus rectus sit, quando duae vel plures partes ascendendo vel descendendo recta
se via sequuntur, sive id fiat per gradum vel per saltum, ut in exemplo patet:
Motus rectus.

90
91
92
93
94

ambitus, -us, m.: circuit, orbit, cycle
contrarius, -a, -um: lying over against, opposite
*motus contrarius, a type of motion in music
descendo, -ere, -di, -sum: fall down, descend,
sink

musicus, -i, m.: belonging to music, musical; a
musician
obliquus, -a, -um: sidelong, slanting *motus
obliquus, a type of motion in music
plus (gen. pluris) < multus

intervallum, -i, n.: space between two palisades,
interval, distance

progressio, -onis, f.: going forward, progression

motus, -us, m.: movement, motion

triplex (gen. triplicis): threefold, triple

saltus, -i, m: leap

74. cum triplici modo. Manner.
74. soleat. The custom is to move in three different ways. There actually is a fourth, for which Fux gives
no examples, in which the voices move in the same direction, but not the same amount (e.g., the upper
voice ascends by leap, while the lower voice ascends by step). In the printed edition, this is given as an
example of contrary motion, but Fux lists that example as an error in the Errata.
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Motus contrarius est, quando pars una, descendente altera, et vicissim, per saltum,
vel gradatim ascendit. E. G.

95
96

Motus contrarius.

97
98

Motus obliquus est, quando una pars per saltum, vel gradum se movet, altera
immobili permanente, ut videre est in exemplis:
Motus obliquus.

99
100
101
102

contrarius, -a, -um: lying over against, opposite

obliquus, -a, -um: sidelong, slanting

descendo, -ere, -di, -sum: fall down, descend,
sink

permaneo, -ere, -si, -sum: remain

gradatim: step-by-step

saltus, -i, m: leap

immobilis, -e: immovable

quando: when
vicissim: on the other hand, in turn

motus, -us, m.: movement, motion

98. In the printed book, the last measure is A-D to C-E, where the A moves up by a third to C and D
moves up a step to the E. In the Errata, Fux corrects the first interval to A-A (as shown here), leaving
ambiguity as to exactly what kind of motion that would have been. I think it’s usually treated as oblique
in counterpoint classes, but that is absolutely not how Fux defines oblique motion here.
100. videre est. Impersonal construction, “one sees” or “can be seen.” Visum est or videtur would be
more common classically.
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Cognito triplici hoc motu, videndum est, qua ratione in usu practico adhibendus sit.
Quae doctrina sequentibus quatuor cardinalibus veluti regulis continetur.
Regula prima.
De consonantia perfecta ad perfectam proceditur per motum contrarium, vel
obliquum.

103
104
105
106
107

Regula secunda.
De consonantia perfecta ad imperfectam per omnes tres motus.
Regula tertia.
De imperfecta ad perfectam per motum contrarium, vel obliquum.
Regula quarta.
De imperfecta, ad imperfectam per omnes tres motus.

cardinalis, -e: principal, chief, key

obliquus, -a, -um: sidelong, slanting

cognosco, -ere, cognovi, cognitum: become
acquainted with, learn, come to know

perfectus, -a, -um: perfect (technical term, a
class of interval)

consonantia, ae, f.: agreement, harmony,
consonance

practicus, -a, -um: active

contrarius, -a, -um: lying over against, opposite

procedo, -ere, processi, processum: go
before, advance

doctrina, -ae, f.: teaching

quartus, -a, -um: fourth

imperfectus, -a, -um: imperfect (technical term,
a class of interval)

regula, -ae, f.: rule, model, pattern, example

motus, -us, m.: movement, motion

triplex (gen. triplicis): threefold, triple

104. quatuor cardinalibus. There may be four rules for aesthetic reasons. Mann points out in his
notes that one could condense these rules to two or even one (i.e., to a perfect consonance by contrary or
oblique motion). However, for these to be “cardinal” rules, as Fux calls them, there should be four, after
the four cardines (hinges) of a door – hence the four cardinal directions, or four cardinal virtues.
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108
109
110
111
112
113

Ubi animadvertes, motum obliquum in omnibus quatuor progressionibus esse
licitum.

114
115

Ab hac triplicis motus cognitione, usuque recto pendet, (ut dicere solemus) lex et
propheta.

116
117

Atque haec erant quae ad theoreticam musicam, intimosque artis recessus

118

pertinentia praesente libro paucis declaranda duximus, nunc ad rem ipsam, partemque

119

operis secundam gradum promoveamus.

120

animadverto, -ere, animadverti, -sum: direct
the mind to, give attention to, regard

obliquus, -a, -um: sidelong, slanting

cognitio, -onis, f.: becoming acquainted with,
learning, knowledge

promoveo, -ere, -movi, -motum: advance,
move forward

declaro (1): disclose, make evident, reveal

propheta, -ae, m.: foreteller, soothsayer,
prophet

imperfectus, -a, -um: imperfect (technical
term, a class of interval)
intimus, -a, -um: inmost, innermost, most
profound

progressio, -onis, f.: going forward, progression

recede, -ere, recedi, recessum: go back, fall
back, give ground, withdraw

motus, -us, m.: movement, motion

theoreticus, -a, -um: contemplative, speculative
(=contemplativus)

musica, -ae, f.: art of music, music

triplex (gen. triplicis): threefold, triple

Figure 2. Ad Maiorem Dei Gloriam. (Fux, 42). It’s telling that Fux would use this woodcut, with the
text “Ad Maiorem Dei Gloriam” rather than the more common “Soli Deo Gloria.” The former is a
quotation attributed to Ignatius of Loyola and the motto of the Jesuit order. The latter, used by Bach and
Handel, among others, as a dedication on their works (for Bach, nearly all; for Handel, only his Te
Deum), is one of the five solae of the Protestant reformation, and not really appropriate for the
kapellmeister of St. Stephen’s Cathedral and court composer to the Holy Roman Emperor.
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